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composing this monograph were originally
delivered as the J. H. Gray lectures in the University of Cambridge (such terminological exactitude should make it unnecessary
to add 'England') in January and February 1971. Addressed to an
audience of mature or maturing classical scholars only a few of whom
had ever held a piece of papyrus in their hands, they were designed to
exemplify the discipline to which the professional reader of Greek
papyri submits himself and the methods he follows. I am grateful
to the editor of GRBS for accepting them for publication in the monograph series and thus making them available to a wider audience;
and to Professor Eric W. Handley, Director of the Institute of Classical
Studies of the University of London, for a grant from the Henry Brown
Fund in aid of printing costs.
I have left the text of the lectures practically unaltered, except that
reference is made in the notes to further work on the papyri cited by
way of illustration. The appendix contains a new copy (with plate)
of one of these illustrative texts, and is an excellent example (turned
also against myself) of the perils of over-hasty restoration discussed
in the second chapter.
The Oxyrhynchus papyri illustrated in the plates are reproduced
by kind permission of the Egypt Exploration Society, and were photographed with his usual skill by Mr E. Hitchcock of University College
London. The abbreviations used for papyrus publication are the
standard ones (set out in e.g. my own Greek Papyri [Oxford and
Princeton 19671 156ff). When referring to papyri not illustrated in the
plates of this monograph I have tried to include a reference to a
reproduction. In several cases I have referred to my own Greek
Manuscripts of the Ancient Wmld (Oxford and Princeton 1971), which
I have abbreviated by the capital letters GMAW.
I should like to thank Miss Frances Mills for her help in repeated
typing of passages of this book and in preparing the whole for the
printer.
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1 was young I echoed the lament of Choerilus. All the
great discoveries, it seemed, were in the past. But for
classical scholarshp the regrets are wasted, since the idea
is not true. There have been greater discoveries in the last hundred
years (and during the sixties of the twentieth century) than at any
time since the Renaissance.
The recovery, not merely of gorgeous artefacts, but of works of
imaginative literature has come about through the discovery of
papyrus and parchment books in Egypt and the Near East. In 1890,
the Constitution of Athens of Aristot1e;l in 1896, Bacchylides2-I cite
whole rolls for a moment, since we are to be spending most of our
time with fragments; in 1907, 1958, 1964 and 1969, Menander;3 in
1967, E~ripides.~
We might almost call this age that of the 'Manuscript Explosion'. Whole rolls or codices such as these, miraculously
left over from the ancient world, were instantly available for the
enjoyment and use of the scholar who had curiosity and ordinary
HEN

52

4 Figure A. FRAGMENT
OP SAPPHO
1.1 (P.Oxy. XXI 2288)
Figure B. FRAGMENT
OF SAPPHO
2 (P.Oxy. XVII 2076)
Figure c. FRAGMENT
OF PLATO,
Phaedo (P.Oxy. XV 1809)

Happy was he, a bard and servant ofthe Muses in those days
when their meadow was yet unreaped; now all the spoil has
been parted, craft has discovered its bounds, we are like
runners who come last in a race.

I

P.Lit.Lond. 108=PackL 163; E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World (here
after referred to as G M A W ) no.60.
$P.Lit.Lond. &=Packs 175; complete facsimile (London 1897); M. Norsa, Scrittura
ieneraria grera (Florence 1939) tav. x.
SP.Cair. inv. 43227=Pack2 1301; P.Bodmer IV (1958) (=PackP 1298), XXV, XXVI (1969)
(=C. Austin, ed. Menandri Aspu et Samia [Berlin I 1969, II 19701); P.Sorb. inv. 2272,2273=
A. Blanchard and A. Bataille, Recherches de Papyrologie 111 (1964) 103ff=R. Kassel, ed.
Menandri Sicyonius (Berlin 1965), G M A W no.40; P.Oxy. XXXIII 2656, GMAW no.43.
P.Sorb. inv. 2328, C. Austin, Recherches de Papyrologie IV (1967) llff=idem, NovafTagmenta
Euripidea (Berlin 1968) 22ff.
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philological training-and, let us add, good eyesight and patience.
Moreover, through finds of this kind, immediate contact was established with antiquity: for these are the writings of men of the ancient
world, not texts copied and recopied through a long period of transmission.
But finds of such relative completeness are rare. Time is a jealous
goddess and exacts a heavy percentage on what is preserved. It is not
only that a dry climate is needed for preservation-such as is found
only in Egypt and a few parts of Palestine and Mesopotamia: papyrus,
tough material that it is, decays almost as quickly as paper if it is
allowed to grow damp. To survive relatively complete, a roll or codex
must have been treasured in the ancient world too: buried for instance with its owner like the Hawara5 Homer or the Persians of
Timotheus: preserved in a jar like the Cairo Menander or the
Qumran scrolls7 (a jar under the floorboards was a frequent place in
which the ancients kept their personal possessions), or hidden in some
safe place-a cave, like the manuscripts of Origen found in the Toura
quarriess (and it must have been in some such cache that M. Bodmer's
Menander was preserved). Like 'treasure trove' in England, such
finds are lucky ones-and usually made by farmers, Beduin, prospectors-not by archaeologists deliberately planning a search for
papyri. Planned excavations for this purpose have usually been
directed at town sites. Indeed the bulk of papyri written in Greek and
Latin found by excavation come from town sites rather than cemeteries. Such sitesg are Oxyrhynchus, first visited by Grenfell and Hunt
in 1897, and then again for five continuous seasons from 1903 to 1907;
and thereafter exploited by Italian expeditions; Antinoopolis, dug
by John Johnson in 1914and later by Italian investigators. Comparable
with these towns in richness of results are villages in the Arsinoite
nome (the Fayyiim), excavated by many expeditions-among which

1 should mention the expeditions from the University of Michigan to
Karanis (1925-40), or that of the Universities of Milan, Pisa and
Florence to Medinet Madi in 1966 and 1967 (and subsequently). To
round off this summary catalogue mention should also be made of
Roman forts, such as that of Kas'r Ibrim (Primis)in Nubia, examined
by Professor J. M. Plumley and Professor W. C. Frend in the sixties
of this century.
The finds from Oxyrhynchus (Behnesa, 120 miles south of Cairo)
are of books and papers thrown away in antiquity by its ancient inhabitants. They were not, in general, found in its damaged buildings
or hidden under the floors of its houses, but on ancient rubbish heaps
over which the dry desert sand had quickly blown. We must recollect
that a papyrus roll employed both hands of its reader when open;
small wonder that a reader got into difficulties with his book from
time to time, and then it would probably tear across. Athenian vases
show readers struggling with rolls which have tied themselves in
knots. Books, therefore, in the form of rolls probably had a shorter
life than codices. Very many of our surviving pieces of book-rolls are
torn across from the top to the bottom margin of the roll, presumably by this kind of accident. Some few were probably deliberately
torn into small pieces by fanatical Christians in the early fifth century.
But most of the fragments are the surviving ribands of books that
were already damaged in antiquity, and in consequence were then
tipped on to the rubbish heap. It is not without some justification that
statisticians who work over the literary papyri listed in Roger Pack's
The Greek and Latin Literary Texts .. .(second edition, Ann Arbor 1965)
treat each fragment as evidence for the former existence of a complete roll. From such statistics an appreciation of the literacy and
literary taste of Oxyrhynchus can be formed. What authors did they
read? The authors still being read stood at least a chance of survival.
"We are sending off," wrote Grenfell to London in March 1898,
"25 packing cases of papyrus texts recovered from this year's excavations. . . ." Similar figures could be quoted for the results of each
of five subsequent years' work at Oxyrhynchus. The number was so
large that work on preparing and sorting this material brought to
England between 1898 and 1907 is still going on. The completer texts
have now been published; but smaller pieces are still being damped
out and sorted. One of these small pieces I shall shortly place before
you.

2

Bodleian Library Gr. class. a.l(P)=Pa&S 616; GMAW no.13.
P.Bero1. inv. 987S=PackS 1537; complete facsimile, U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendoff,
ed. Timotheos, Die Perser (Leipzig 1903). One page in W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolimes
1.
DJ.D.; and G. R. Driver, TheJudaean Scrolls (Blackwell, Oxford 1%5).
L. Doutreleau, Recherches de science religieuse 43 (1955) 161-76; idem and L. Koenen,
a i d . 55 (19m
.
, 545-64.
See E. G. Turner. Greek Papyri ch. 3, and references there. Medinet Madi: Edda Bresciani.
Rappmtopreliminare delle campagnedi scavo 1966 e 1967 (Milan 1968). Kas'r Ibrim: J. Martin
Plurnley,pA SO (1964) 4-5; ibid. 52 (1966) 9-12; 53 (1967) 3-5; M (1970) 12-18.
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To equip ourselves for a look at such a fragment we must continue
our general survey. First the wood, then the trees.
First, then, a word about the physical properties of papyrus. This
splendid Egyptian invention and product was made by a mechanical
process from the papyrus plant, which was cultivated in special
marshes in the Nile valley (as a government monopoly). The reed
grows to a height of seven feet or more. Its stem is triangular. From
one of these triangular faces the coarse rind is trimmed away and
long ribands are torn (or cut, but experience shows that tearing
produces a more uniform riband). These ribands are laid side by side
on a hard, smooth surface, not so close that they overlap, nor so far
apart that on drying shrinkage will leave a gap between them; above
them a second layer is placed with equal care at right angles. A few
blows with a mallet cause these two layers to coalesce firmly; the
natural juices ('polyesters' as the chemist would term them) cause
them to adhere without any added gum. The size of sheet made
depends on the skill of the craftsman. The largest known is 46 cm.
(about 18ins.) high, but it is rare to find sheets more than about 37 cm.
(say 15ins.) in the Roman period, and about 25-30 cm. (say 10-114 ins.)
is a very common height then. The Elder Pliny gives a table of sizes
and their trade names.1° The sheets were made separately, and then
gummed together into rolls-sold at the stationer's in units of 20,50
or even 70 sheets?= In these rolls the horizontal fibres are placed on
the inside, where they are best protected from the constant strain
involved in rolling and unrolling. Since the inside of the roll is also
most easily protected from damage, it is the side usually chosen to
carry the writing-what is in consequence usually called the 'recto'
of the roll. We should note carefully that we cannot define this
'recto' except in relation to the incorporation of a sheet in a roll. The
'recto' is not the apparently smoother side. In a well-pasted roll, also,
the joins between the sheets will show only on the recto.
These physical facts we need to know when we are confronted with
a torn-up papyrus which we wish to reassemble. The overlap of the
sheets at a 'join' between one sheet and another may be one way of
proving that one tiny piece belongs to and is part of a second (as in the

Hypsipyle of Euripideslz); so also may be a similar 'fibre' structure in
a sheet. By 'fibres' are meant the vascular bundles present in the
living reed, which on drying out present a diaper pattern of threads
or fibres: the distances apart and irregularities of recurrence may be
sufficient (under a microscope or in a photographic enlargement) to
allow two pieces to be put together with some certaintyJ3 I should
like to refer as an example to a roll of the poems of Alcaeus put
together by Mr Lobel. The clearly seen square of discolored fibres
guarantees the correctness of the join.14
The alignment in the Alcaeus fragment is surprising because it was
normal for a scribe to write his text in columns that begin at the same
point. In a prose text, such as the London Hyperides ro11,"j an even
beginning and ending can be maintained--except that the scribe has
not troubled to rule a vertical line to mark his beginning, and consequently he keeps swinging away to the left as he works progressively
down the column (this tendency to move further to the left is called
Maas' law after the scholar who first pointed it out-it may be important for textual restoration, since the number of letters in the
line is likely to increase as the starting point is displaced to the left).
When he is copying a verse text the scribe (from the end of the third
century B.c.) will normally make his column the width of the verse
he is writing: hexameters will be the longest line (but hexameters
and pentameters when written in couplets start at the same point).
But in a dramatic text there may be indentation for a series of shorter
verses (e.g. lyrics set in the middle of trimeters), while an occasional
longer verse (a hexameter quoted in comic trimeters) will be made
to project into the margin. From the time of the Alexandrian editions
of the classics (say the end of the third century before Christ) it seems
probable that a standard way of dividing lyric verses was adopted.
The ancient Greek scribe placed the writing material across his
knees in order to write. His Egyptian predecessor sat cross-legged on
the ground, and pulled his linen tunic tightly across his knees to serve
as support for his papyrus roll. Probably Greek scribes at first adopted
the same position-and because of poverty no doubt many of them
continued to do so. But monuments at a quite early date show us

4

loPliny, HN 13.78. It is a puzzling feature of his account that he gives only the less important dimension, namely width, and says noching of the height.
l1 P.Oxy. ined., private letter of the second century after Christ, .;Vdpacov 82 pol, d P ~ I

~ [ o v nUd>,
]
xdpnlv ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ J K o ~ ~ o v .

18 G. W.

Bond, ed. Euripides, Hypsipyle (Oxford 1963) introd. I$ GMAW no.31.

laSee GMAW nos.1-3.
14 ibid.

no.72.

1s P.Lit.Land.

132; C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands (Osford 1956) pl. 13b.
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seated scribes: a Louvre terracotta,l6 for instance, classed as Boeotian
and assigned to the sixth century before Christ, represents a scribe
seated on a stool with a hinged tablet across his knees and the stylus
in his right hand. It is not absolutely certain that he is writing: like
the paidagogos of the Douris vase, he might be correcting a pupil's
exercise. But his position is that shown in a number of later representations of persons certainly writing. We should note that the Greek
scribe who wrote on papyrus used a stiff reed, which he cut, split and
sharpened with a penknife, and this stiff reed is employed in the very
earliest examples of Greek writing we possess (Derveni)." Unlike
the soft rush used in Egypt (handled indeed like a brush) a solid
support would be needed for the writing surface if the papyrus was
not to be punctured. Yet I know of no monument showing a writing
table in use until the fourth century after Christ (Ostia relief),'s and
the pundits say tables were not used. Nor do I know of any evidence
for a writing board on which the papyrus might be supported, and
should be grateful if any person could tell me of any.
No surviving Greek papyri are older than the fourth century before
Christ. One day it may be that excavations at Saqqara will produce
texts written by earlier Greek visitors to Egypt. But such will be
freakish, and one cannot expect Egypt to provide Greek papyri till
after Alexander the Great added Egypt to the Greek world and gave
it a Greek administration in 330 B.C. Papyri, therefore, offer no evidence on the early history of Greek writing, the development of the
alphabet, the time at which papyrus was first introduced into the
Greek world, or what very early books looked like. When literary
papyri at last turn up, they already seem to be written according to
a system fully formed. A specimen of a commentary on an Orphic
Cosmogony, which has survived only partly burnt from a funeral
pyre at Derveni near Saloniki,lDand is to be dated, as I think, about
300 B.c., is the work of a skilful and practised scribe (except only that
his line ends are uneven since he likes to end his lines with a complete
word). We shall observe that he used no punctuation (except that he
puts a paragraphus mark before and after a quoted hexameter line)
and that letters are not grouped to form words but are written in

continuous blocks. I may add in parenthesis that I believe this method
of writing is not a primitive survival, but was deliberately adopted
for aesthetic reasons. The main proof I would adduce is that the
Romans were induced by their acceptance of all things Greek as
models to abandon their own intelligent system of marking divisions
between words and to write the Latin classics similarly in a continuous script. It was the reader's task to divide these blocks of writing
into words, and this included the correct elision of syllables apparently
in hiatus-for both syllables were usually written in full (or the same
scribe might sometimes write them in full and sometimes tautly
elide one of them). It was also the reader's task to divide the words
correctly into clauses, i.e. to punctuate them.
PLATB1 shows one of the fragments,20unpublished, which I have
picked out because it is easy to read, because it contains problems
which my readers can help to solve, and also because it makes a
picturesque addition to our knowledge of the ancient world.
Our first task is to set out preusely what the papyrus says, and to
distinguish between what is certain or given by the text and what is a
matter of inference. This is the prime responsibility of the papyrologist. It is often not fulfilled with the scrupulousness and unambiguity
desired. We shall see how difficult a task it is (not to read the original
but to make explicit our hypotheses during reading of a torn patch).
It is 10.5 cm. broad, 13.5 cm. high, and the photograph is facsimile
size. Since the top is damaged we will begin with col. ii, end of line 2
and start of line 3:

6

la Louvre cerracotta C.A.
l7

684.

G M A W no.51.
Greek Papyri pl. VI; GMA W p.7 n.2.

la'See supra n.17.

7

SOK[
CWV€lT€KELVOV€VL

a~~e~~qvexBai~w[
ano+ac~wv

-

In the lower portion of col. ii the right-hand margin is preserved. Not
very much, therefore, should be lost at the end of line 2. -cwv should,
one feels, go back to &K[-i.e. SOK[OV-]cBv;is it to agree with & ~ o + i c c w v ,
line 5, "since the &ZO+&CECC ('judgements' or 'sayings') seem to have been
which
V , should refer to a third party)?
transferred to him" ( ~ K E ~ V O
But this first impression is excluded by the presence of 2v&c, subject
~ . restoration
in the accusative case of the infinitive p ~ ~ q ~ t x BIf athe
SOK[OV]C~~V
is on the right lines, a noun (or predicative) in the feminine
It is to be published in P.Oxy. XLI as no.2944.
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genitive plural must be found for it in the unread portions of lines 1
and 2. Let us leave this difficulty for the moment.
After 6no$dcrwv there is a space, and a paragraphus (the line under
the initial letters which projects into the left-hand margin). This
should mean (and clearly does here mean) that a new sentence
begins.

The reading of the letters gives us no difficulty except in the last
line. At the end of line 12 p must be followed by a vowel according
to the rules of word division. We may therefore work back from
.repat, which can be clearly seen in line 13, to EK(XITEpC(Lpreceded
,
in
We note that the
that line by poc, and try the restoration p[~]I~oc.
letters y q in line 7 have been crossed through and written over
again and that there is a further space and paragraphus after ytypa$ev
in line 10. The preposition
in line 6 is a puzzle. I know of no use
of this preposition by commentators having the sense of 'under the
heading of', where originally ncpl would be expected. gnl, however,
as Mr C. H. Roberts reminds me, is idiomatic in this meaning, and
I suppose a usage of Jntp would also be conceivable to give this sense.
Assuming that this is the sense we might translate: "For example,
Philiscus of Miletus has written, on the subject of the child, which the
two (&a- in Scap$cc~~qOrv-)
women claimed was theirs, that when
both of them were pretending to be its mother he gave orders to cut
it in two ( S L ~ T ~ ~ ~ [ and
VOV
to Tgive
~ ] ) (the dative case justifies this
verb) a half to each one of them."
Here, in fact, is the story of the judgement of Solomon in a Greek
author. I remind you of the Biblical narrative (I Kings 3.16ff). Two
harlots came before Solomon. Both had borne children, but one had
'overlaid' her child in bed and suffocated it; both now laid claim to
the survivor. "Then said the king (v.23): the one saith, 'This is my

THE PAPYROLOGIST AT WORK

son that liveth, and thy son is the dead'; and the other said, 'Nay;
but thy son is the dead and my son is the living'. And the king said,
'Bring me a sword'. And they brought a sword before the king. And
the king said, 'Divide the living child in two, and give half to the one
and half to the other'. Then spake the woman whose the living child
was unto the king, for her bowels yearned upon her son, and she
said, '0 my lord, give her the living child, and in no wise slay it'. But
the other said, 'Let it be neither mine nor thine but divide it'. Then
the king answered and said, 'Give her the living child and in no wise
slay it: she is the mother thereof'." The writer of the book represented
by the papyrus is unknown (his text was copied in the early second
century after Christ), but he quotes as authority Philiscus of Miletus.
This Philiscus is the subject of an entry in that admirable encyclopaedia, the Suda, where he is put down as a pupil of Isocrates and
teacher of Timaeus, i.e. this carries the knowledge of this story in
Greece back to the first half of the fourth century before Christ.
As far as I know, this story has not previously been found in any
classical author. I have searched Stith-Thompson's Index of Folk
Themes in vain. Moreover, Sir James Frazer mentions no Greek or
Roman analogy when he discusses the Judgement of Solomon?' The
editor of Apollodorus and Pausanias should have been aware of such
analogues if any scholar was. He can in fact quote parallels from Jaina
literature in India-a fact which may well be helpful when, in a
moment, we come to consider some wider implications of this text.
The Jaina version runs: "A certain merchant had two wives; one of
them had a son, the other had not. . . . Both women looked after the
child, who did not know his real mother. All went to another country,
where the merchant died. Then the women quarrelled, and a decision
had to be reached who was the mother."
Can we say more (if only negatively) about the author of this fragmentary bookroll; and also about the context of the quotation from
Philiscus?
The first 5 lines of col. ii are difficult because they form the end of
a sentence (we note that there is only the one paragraphus; and we
seem to see a 4 ~ clause
7 ~ with a hanging participial phrase). Correct
reading of this sentence, indeed, depends on the physical reconstitution of the original. When discovered, two small pieces, now
shown as attached to the main fragment, were in fact severed from
21

The Folklore of the Old Testamenf ID ch. xi, pp.VO-71.
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it. Can they be replaced accurately? We are helped here by taking
into account the physical properties of a sheet of papyrus. This tiny
fragment is anchored (1) by the continuity of the vertical fibres on
the back and front (the method already illustrated); (2) by the sharing
of tiny traces of ink forming three letters in line2 on the front( 1. cy);
(3) the fact that there is also writing (a gnome?) on the back at this
point, of which lines 2 and 3 can be reconstructed as follows:
2 TO[V]
pcov c7pqiy.
3

Tf OTOV

.[.I. .

..

a ~ a ~ d f ..C~ .

This seems to be only a piece of doodling, but it helps to confirm that
the loose fragments are correctly placed.
We note further that the papyrus is warped at the beginning of
lines 3 (cwv) and 4, and therefore also in line 2 the space is larger than
needed to complete what appears to be w.

Inspection of the original at the three uncertain places enables us to
proceed by elimination. At (a) there is a high dot of ink level with the
preceding iota. Only the cross-bar of T would be likely to produce
such a dot of ink. At (b) the curve before c, if it is not part of w (and
we have seen that it is probably not), can only be o or 8. At (c) inspection of our text shows that the traces on the line before L are
exactly what appear elsewhere when a precedes (e-g. yvvac line 8, or
mat line 9). ac (and nothing else) is entirely satisfactory here.
We can now make a perfectly satisfying grammatical sentence by
restoring in line 1 the genitive of the article T[&] followed by
.&[qlP~ec~c~ovivac,
and translate: ". . . so that, even of the sayings
(L~o+cewv) which seem to have been uttered (yeyov&ac) on other
occasions, some have been transferred to him (~KECVOV)."
The writer
is, in fact, speaking of anecdotes which wander from one personality
to another.
The full text will now run like this:

THE PAPYROLOGIST AT WORK

[. . .I< ~

~ a~ l[ O V&[El]

C T E

Pwec Yeyov&a~
~OK[OV]c9v 2T' ~ K E C V O V&IUC p ~ ~ ~ q ~
T@[v]
~ X 8
5 &ao+Lcewv. @tXk~oc

a ~

-

yoijv d M~hrjccoctSrd
706 S c a p # ~ c ~ ~ B ~ v TOC d ~ TOY
6 yvvac-

Our earlier short survey of bookrolls leads on to three further
points which I must mention quite briefly:
(1) The handwriting of our text, which when complete we found
easy to read, is one that pretends to elegance: in particular, the size
and regularity of the lettering, its wide spacing, the arches which
offer a base for initial vertical strokes (e.g. of a, v), the developed
serifs, suggest a professional scribe writing a book of no ordinary
quality.
(2) The small size of the roll-only 13 lines in the column, total
height of roll 14 cm. ( a size which includes wide margins above and
below)-is itself remarkable among books found in Egypt. It is a
format used for poetry books in the first and secondcenturiesMenander, KarchedoniosZZis 16 cm.; a Pindar Partheneion,23 reused to
hold a collection of epigrams on its back?* is only 12.8 cm. high; the
roll of Herodas in the British Museumz5is 12.4 cm. high. Most copies
of classical texts from Oxyrhynchus are 20 cm. or over-usually
between 26 and 30 cm., as I have already indicated. To me this format,
coupled with the calligraphic hand, suggests a prestige issue-a sort
of coffee-table book. But I do not know what weight to give to this
factor in the assessment of possible authorship of the text.
aa P.Oxy. XXXIU

2654=GMAW no.41.

P.Oxy. IV 659=GMAW 110.21.
P.0xy. IV 662.
ss P.Lond. 135= GMAW no.39.
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(3) Line 7 of col. ii, as we saw, has been written over a second time,
as though being corrected. That is to say, someone has attempted to
correct the text: but that person has not done it thoroughly, for Jrd
at line 8 seems to be used for rcpl (or at the least, 2rl or im6p).
In my provisional translation I did notstop over the word 6ao+&crwv.
It was a term frequently used for 'sayings', 'apophthegms' (e.g.
Diogenes Laertius 1.41). If that is its meaning here, then the previous
sentence seems to be recording the consequence of a previously
stated proposition. It is, that even out of the apophthegms which
seem to have been uttered on a different occasion some have been
Are we speaking of the Seven
transferred to another person (~KETVOV).
Sages? Who is ~KETVOV? Might he be Thales of Miletus, for instance?
Such a note might be thought to be in place in a collection of Apophthegmata, which (to judge from the intellectual superficiality of
Diogenes Laertius I) might well rank as light literature; and the format of this book is what might be expected in light literature.
But the word dnrd+actc also means a 'judicial judgement'. It is a
technical term for the award of an arbitrator in Athenian law or the
decision of an emperor in Roman law. In view of the appeal made in
the following sentence without more ado to Philiscus and the 'Judgement of Solomon' (possibly its abrupt introduction as a subject which
would be at once recognized could be thought to point to a return
to a subject already broached), this sense of hrd+accc is particularly
apposite. Now we note that in the Suda the account of Philiscus of
Miletus' works concludes with the title 'ICOK~&TOVC
'AT~+CLCLC.
Sanneg took 'Aad+accc to be a corruption of plural to singular, and
supposed that Philiscus exercised a pupil's pietas and collected
Isocrates' 'apophthegms' (a work like the 'Aropvqpovcdpara Z U K ~ ~ T O V C
of Xenophon). It would not have been out of character for a man who
wrote the life of the Athenian orator and statesman Lycurgus, as F.
Renehan has recently reminded us,26 quoting a passage of the commentator Olympiodorus on Plato.27 It would also be perfectly
possible, however, to retain the singular 'Aad4actc and to suppose
that Philiscus composed an imaginary 'Judgement' which he put into
the mouth of Isocrates. Among the genuine speeches of Isocrates, the
Busiris, which purports to justify the legendary Egyptian king, is not
remote in subject matter. This guess I owe to Professor A. Momigliano.
e6

GRBS 11 (1970)229-30.
ad Platonis Gorgiam p.198,1-4 Nowin.
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Whatever the truth on this matter, the use of the story by Philiscus
is an addition to the testimony of growing Greek interest in Eastern
lore in the fourth century B.C. at or before the time of Alexander the
~ ~ some of the stages of this growth when disGreat. J o s e p h ~ straces
cussing the way in which the Greeks came to a knowledge of Jewish
history and wisdom. To him we owe knowledge of Clearchus of
Soli's dialogue UEpl"YTVOV,
in which one of the characters participating is Aristotle. Aristotle is depicted in conversation with the Jewish
sage Hyperochides. "This man," we are told, "was a Jew by race,
from Coele Syria. These persons are descended from the Indian
philosophers" (the same view of their origin is later ascribed to others
in addition to Clearchus by Diogenes LaertiusZ9and by Megasthenes30). We have already noted that Frazer quoted Indian parallels
for the Judgement of Solomon. I owe to my colleague Raphael Loewe
the information that the Old Testament scholar H. Gressmann31
suggested that the Indian version (in which the women are co-wives
and parentage involves inheritance) is more likely to be the original
than the Hebrew (where the women are harlots).
It might be thought that a strilung anecdote such as that of the
Judgement of Solomon could easily travel by oral report, via the
mouths of men who had not looked into books. But the uneasy question then arises why so few of the striking anecdotes from the Jewish
scriptures found their way into Greek thinking.
The further idea now comes up that perhaps after all the story
reached Greece from Indian sources, not from Hebrew; i.e. that
Judaea was side-stepped. On this I am incompetent to pronounce.
But three points may be made:
(I) John Gray32 considers that most critical opinion would assign
the compilation of Kings (based on annalistic sources, etc.) to deuteronomist circles in the late pre-exilic period, i.e. late seventh century,
and assumes an exilic expansion and redaction. But a minority view
dates Deuteronomy (and hence also the history which bears its imprint)
to the post-exilic period but before Nehemiah (i.e. before 444 B.c.).
I quote my colleague Raphael Loewe again: "It goes without saying
"Joseph. c. Apionem 1.22,163.
z0 Diog.Laert. praef. 9.
so up. Clem.Alex. Strom. 1.15.
Die alteste Geschichtsschreibungund Prophetie lsraelse (Gottingen 1921) 198.
JZ I and II Kings: a Commentary2 (Philadelphia 1970)6.
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that no Greek version of Kings would have been available in the
fourth century, and we may assume as much about an Aramaic one,
even assuming that your papyrus' author could have read Aramaic."
(2) We may add a further doubt-a Greek of the early fourth
century who has knowledge of Hebrew literature would be a real
phenomenon. W. W. Tarn33has pointed out how little the Greeks in
the Hellenistic period managed to learn about the Jews.
(3) The very form in which Philiscus of Miletus is quoted in our
fragment, with its sudden introduction of the anecdote of the Judgement, suggests that this anecdote (or one very like it) had already
been discussed by the author: and the purpose of introducingPhiliscus
is to give a different view. If so, the story might have been current in
Greece at a period b e e the fourth century.
In this first lecture I have tried to lead you step by step through the
process of discovery and exploitation of a new piece of information,
won unexpectedly from written relics of the past. The pleasure, indeed
thrill, of discovery is the reward for a great deal of drudgery: meticulous attention to exact setting out of what the papyrus contains,
step-by-step testing of the hypotheses on which even simple restoration is undertaken. This I take to be the meaning of editing, and this
is the proper task of a papyrologist. He will not do it well unless he
attempts a further step-to reconcile what is new with what was
already known. But since he cannot be a universal polymath, he will
defer here to the opinions of others. Unless his text, however, is
completely reliable, counsel will be darkened, not lightened, by his
discoveries. I hope in the next lecture to discuss three literary texts
(one recently published, one quite new, and one known for some
time) which will further illustrate the importance of careful editing.
3'

I1

The Utilization of Small Fragments

I

the last chapter I touched on the fact that nobody has selected
the papyri that should survive; but I also pointed out that unless
literature was read and recopied frequently, there would have
been no texts to survive. The large number of papyrus manuscripts of
Homer reflects the extent to which Homer was read. Now one important factor governing literary taste was the school. We know what
authors continued to be read from the best of evidence-that of the
school books themselves.
In the first number of a new periodical1 published in 1970 by the
University of Louvain, two Belgian scholars, W. Clarysse and A.
Wouters, edited a schoolbook datable by its handwriting to the fourth
century after Christ. It is in notebook form and lists words and names,
in rough alphabetical order, according to the number of syllables they
contain. A number of books like this are known-I suppose they could
be thought of as vocabulary exercises. Usually they begin with words
of two syllables, then three, then four, and perhaps five. On the page
shown in PLATE2 are words of 4 syllables from late in the alphabet,
sP - Y.The words and names are such as would be found in poetical
reading-Homer, Hesiod's Theogony, Apollonius Rhodius (a great
many), Euripides, Xenophon-and above all Menander. On this page
under sigma we also
you can see Xaplctoc followed by Xatpkc~pa~oc;
find ZPt~plqc from Epitrepontes; we also have Z6pt~11(with a K),
Z&crparoc, ropylac from the Dyscolus; Samia as title; and three other
names, Chaereas, Naukleros, E6p[cmoc, may be from Menander.
It is quite possible that the text we are now to consider (PLATE3)
was a school piece of this kind. It is a scrap of papyrus which is the
property of the Institut Franqais d'Arch6ologie Orientale in Cairo and
was first published by B. Boyaval in ZPE 6 (1970) Iff. It has since then
N

I

Hellenistic Civilisation* (London 1952) 210-11.

J

Ancient Society 1 (1970). esp. 201-35. And see PLATE2.
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Koenen: on the photograph I cannot distinguish between K or X, and the ink
visible before vvv seems to me irreconcilable with w or o. CY seems to me to
suit admirably. But there is not room for 7 between K and a,i.e. &VCKT&,
are excluded unless we suppose error.Gv]c~(r)cE.
&CYKT&

been frequently discussed: but its text is still not finally sorted out.
~ cm., written on the back of what is
It is a small fragment 7 . 4 10.0
possibly a documentary register (R. A. Coles describes the content of
the other side as "scanty cursive traces, mostly effaced, possibly a
register"). It is broken at the sides and foot, only the top margin now
being original. The handwriting is not a very well executed capital,
which may be assigned to the third century after Christ. I transcribe
it as follows:3

15

,

X

8

EK[

U

IONYN, R. A. Coles, letter 31.5.71; ex[ 1. "die ersten beiden erhalte-

nen Buchstaben sind fast sicher; nicht K . . . w passt gut, i.e. ]ex

[+,"L.

Bibliography after editioprinceps: (1)E. W . Handley, ZPE 6 (1970)97-98;(2)L.Koenen,
ibid. W104; (3) Koenen, ibid. 283-84;(4)Koenen, ZPE 8 (1971) 141; (5) E. G. Handley
(sic), ibid. 198;(6)A. Borgogno, RivFC 99 (1971) 410-17; (7) W.Kraus, RhM 114 (1971)
285-86. Also worth recording (prior to publication of P.Boyava1) are: (8) Borgogno,
RhM 113 (1970)165-67;(9) idem, RivFC 99 (1971)26063; (10)idem, Stltal 41 (1969) 19-55;
(11)Kraus, RhM 114 (1971)1-16.
a The original has suffered damage since publication (compare PLATE3 with that in the
editioprinceps). I have used quarter square brackets, to enclose what could once be read
in the original.

,
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]EVOV.
0 6

Gp[oii
~
R. A.

Coles.

These are clearly the middle parts of iambic trimeters. Several of
them can be restored with certainty because they are parts of verses
already known in quotation from ancient authors. The first scholar
to realize what they were and their significance was Jean Bingen of
Brussels; lying in bed with 'flu early in 1970 he had a letter from
M. Boyaval enclosing a transcript of what was called an indeterminate
text. Bingen spotted the trimeters, grew very excited (much to the
alarm of his family as his temperature went up) and sent for a text of
Menander and of the Misoumenos. Four known fragments of Menander
(only two named as from this play) went into the passage at once
(lines 1-2 fr.789, incerti dramatis; lines 4-5, Menander, Misoumenos
fr.6 Koerte; line 6, Menander fr.664 Koerte, incerti dramatis; lines
10-12, Menander, Misoumenos fr.5 Koerte). To these Professor E. W.
Handley and Professor F. H. Sandbach immediately added line 9,
Kock fr. adespoton 282, from Chariton 4.7.7. ([E'tcbKa8€d8]€cvK T ~ . ) .
In the Misoumenos, 'How She Hated Him', Menander takes as typecharacter the soldier who is in love with a girl who is in his power.
She is a captive-perhaps not taken at the siege with his own hands,
but purchased from among the prisoners. She says 'no' to him. He
could force her, but he does not, for he wants to be loved for himself
alone, to be the object of free choice. Like Bassa Selim in Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail he holds back. "Still sad, beloved Constanza?
Still in tears? See-this lovely evening, this exciting lookout point,
this bewitching music-my passionate love for you. Can none of
these at last give you peace and bring your heart to rest? See, I could
command, could act cruelly-I could force you. . . . But no, Constanza,
I will claim your heart from you alone."
We now have seven fragments on papyrus of this play, four from
Oxyrhynchus, some of them fairly extensive (especially P.Oxy. 2656),
and it is beginning to be possible to trace the course of its action. Not
till 1910 did the first papyrus emerge. Until then we had to depend
on scattered notices. Plutarch gives the analogy between Bassa Selim
and our soldier Thrasonides : "Isn't a man mad or deserving our pity
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if he shivers and yet won't put on his cloak, is starving and won't eat
his bread, or spend his money because he is a miser, but is in the
plight of Thrasonides-'She is in my house, in my house, and I want
her like the maddest of lovers-and yet I don't make love' (our
verses 10-12) or 'By Apollo, have you ever seen a man more wretched,
or a lover more out of luck?"' (our verses 4-5). Arrian tells how the
soldier would go out of doors at night and call for a sword to kill
himself and rail at Getas, who out of kindness refused to give him
one.
These quotations justify the guess that the new papyrus scrap contains the very beginning of the play: notice that it starts at the top
of a column. Thrasonides is out of doors in the street. His invocation
to Night tells us that he is alone, pouring out his heart in monologue.
And Menander has begun his play with a double-inversion of the
stereotype: the soldier who is no swaggering Pyrgopolyneices, but an
ordinary human being in love; and the shut-out lover who could cry
out in Horace's words me tuo longas pereunte noctes, I Lydia, dormis' is
actually the owner of the house from which he is excluded (verse 6,
"I'm standing at my very own front door").
Before we look in detail at the words of the text, we should glance
at the original again. We notice that it is written on the back of the
papyrus (across the fibres which are vertical); neither Boyaval nor
Koenen have noted this point, and they do not tell us what is on the
other side. But it seems likely that we have a reused piece of papyrus.
Next we look at the handwriting-far from the elegance of the book
quoted in chapter I. In fact it is not a practised literary hand, it is just
the kind of hand in which private letters are often written. The
writer has stumbled at a number of places-line 4, line 8, line 11 (in
TOUT' false T' is followed by the correct 8 ) ; lines 4 5 ,superlatives where
the indirect tradition gives comparatives; in line 13, a correction to
make a comparative. These features--choice of the back of a used
papyrus, unpractised handwriting, frequency of error-suggest
strongly that this scrap is a school exercise. For the subject of the
exercise, writing or dictation, the schoolmaster chose a well-known
anthology piece, the brilliant opening of Menander's play.
This supposition will also account for the high incidence of quotations, 5 examples in 15 verses. The number is due not only to natural
human indolence, which chooses illustrative examples from the

beginning of a book because it is too much trouble to go further in;
it is due to someone having deliberately included this striking opening
scene in an anthology, which then gave it a wider currency than it
would otherwise have had. And if our papyrus is an exercise of the
kind I have supposed, we shall not, as M. Boyaval does, rate its
textual authority higher than that of the quotations: for the papyrus
will be doubly 'indirect tradition'.
To us the utility of the papyrus is that it is a scaffolding for these
quotations, and where they occur we can have full confidence in the
restorations (except for Plutarch's "A'APOMOV
verse 4, and the repeated
Z V ~ O VZ C T ~~ O of
C some Plutarch manuscripts at verse 10). We can
even attempt to bridge the gaps between the quotations, as is done
in this second transcription:
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84, ~ X E E C T O V ' A + p o S l ~ y cpQLoc
Zv coi T E r ~ p Tl O ~ T ~AQ[
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~

~ o C e '&c Gv Z ~ a v g c ~ ~ a ~ a ,
8' 6 ~ a c l ? p l [ 8:
~ ] POL
ha[hoU^]v~[i]coc

[ ~ ~d p a n d p ] ~ v o ov z. i ~4yy[o&, p ] I TO&
[
]v ZCTLV- . [

B[~ok,

Supplements are of the editio princeps unless otherwise recorded.
2-3 Xd[yoc. I v o M o i X L y o ] w a ~F. H.
2 Zv col T E R. Kassel and L. Koenen.
3 2 p w ~ [ ~ Koenen.
~al
4 Zp'
Sandbach, T ~ X C ~ C T O LX6yo11.m~~W. Kraus.
7 suppl. Koenen.
8
a o v conj. E. W . Handley ( " A d o v Plutarch).
9 4 ~ a i 7 r '& ] a ~ [ ~ ] . r l &
suppl. Handley, who also keeps r$v 2pwpdqv &wv.
Sandbach; [4 Tat%-' & V ] € K [ T ] .C.
~ ~Austin.
&
But there is not space for T between K
and a (unless the author omitted T by mere error), and according to Koenen
n has x not K, w not a ;Koenen conj. ndeov 62 (or TE)KaT]iX@. 12 6 r n ~ e p q ~ ]
14 [$a7] KQK&V Y ~ ~ L Osuppi.
Y T L
86 Koenen.
13 suppl. R. Merkelbach.
e.g. Koenen. 15 [TO vparrdp]~vove.g.suppl. Koenen; 0 6 Gp[o&,
~
R. A. Coles,
Koenen.
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And we may translate:

21

It is unfortunately true that new knowledge and a new text gained
from a papyrus that is complete is one thing; inferences and combinations based on a broken or damaged papyrus are another. In
this example we have had the best of both worlds. Yet even here, as
the Appendix (pp. 48-50) shows, the restorations are over sanguine.

"0 Night, you are my confidante from among the gods,
You see most of the game of love: you keep a
Count of those tossed by thoughts of gallantry:
Have you ever seen a man more wretched than me,
A more rueful star-crossed lover? I'm standing now
Outside my very own front door, in deep
Depression, walking up and down. . . .Why, what
On earth for, now when you are at midnight,
When I could be sleeping with my darling in my arms?
She's indoors in my house, I could do it,
And I want to make love like the maddest
Of lovers-yet I don't: I'd rather choose
A long walk under the stars, heavy-hearted,
And tell you all the story. By heaven,
I just don't know.. . ."

My second topic is a papyrus from which much has been hoped
and from which only frustration has come. I cannot answer the
problems it poses. But perhaps 1 can define them more closely and
at least set out the reasons for frustration.
The fragment shown in PLATE4 figure A is a tiny strip from Oxyrhynchuss published by Mr E. Lobe1 and containing the middle parts
of verses from Sappho 1.1, the Hymn to Aphrodite:
-J
&i]& ~ ~ 1 Zh[B',
6 ' a5 n o r a

~6rE'pw~a

~ d ] Zpac
c
aVY[Sac i l o t c a mjhot

From this survey I omitted verse 2. In ZPE 6 (1970) 99 Professor
Koenen's and Dr Austin's suggestion &[vot r o M o l y e y k v r l ] ~ ~isa ~
printed. But, as we have seen, the last two letters are 4?[ or S?[ . It
will not do, I think, simply to substitute Adyot or Sdhot for rdvot. After
~ E ~ C T Opipoc
V
in verse 1, r o M o l is flat, r e p ? T O ~ T W Yhas to mean "this
situation" (without frame of reference), while ZV COL must mean
"during your course." I cannot believe Menander such a bungler:
he needs to get from the invocation to Night in verse 1to the question
to Night in verse 4, and he does it in two moves: (1) "You see most of
the game of love" and (2) "You keep the score." In verse 2 I should
read 2v cot. . .Xd[yoc, "the account (or score) depenris on you" (E'v
c o l ) ; and I should like r e p i ~ o h tov be followed by a defining relative
clause. We can manage it with something like &OL y' 6pcAoGnac at
the opening of verse 3 ; but I have no convincing suggestion of how to
p T' +WT[tKa[
~
~
manage the primafacie nominative and the T E of ~
at the end of the verse. If we make them subject of a verb such as
bSvv6ctv in verse 4 (supposing Plutarch simply to have inserted an
invocation to the wrong deity out of forgetfulness), we obscure the
important fact that a question is being asked.
Uncertainties must remain. But this scrap has given us the pleasure
of enjoying the opening scene of a famous lost comedy of antiquity
which can be reconstructed with more than usual confidence. How
much, indeed, can we put back into a text that is torn and damaged?

Z K ] ~ ~ Er C
& ,~ p o [ c62 Sdpov h l r o t c a

8

8

~ ] p k t o v$Ajhe[ec

-1
dip]pY; r a c S e [ d ( a ~ c a . K&OL SE' c' 2yov
; ] ~ r e c CT~OG[OOL
m p l y&c p ~ h a i v a c
m']wa ~ ~ ~ [ V ~ rrrE'pY
V T E &r7
C &pdv~i'Oc-

12

po]c Std pE'ccw.
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-1
al]#a 6'

-

1 f l ~ o [ n oCL 8),6 p d ~ a ~ ~ a ,

p e ~ S ~ a l [ c a ~&cO
' a v d ~ w.rrpocd.rrwt
~
+kc' &T[C SrIi7~cr&rovBa
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[ j l . ~pdAtcra
~
OE'AW YE'VECO~L
TEIOW
. I .cdmv [ EIc cdv + t h d r a r a ; rk c', &
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[&SLK~EL;

K]&TC

~

~

-

p6] a ~ v d ; \ a~~
[ O ~ ~ ~Wr l L
v a 877i7TE
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"Hither come, if ever in the past you heard my cry from afar, and
marked it, and came leaving your father's golden house, your
chariot yoked," verse 5-1 adapt Professor Page's translation to the
punctuation of the papyrus (there is a clear middle stop after X p d ~ ~ o ~ ,
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verse 8) in order to draw attention to it. We shall see presently that
there is some reason to think this scrap carried a careful text. But our
respect for it need not go so far as to make us accept its copyist's
punctuation, if we have good reason to change it. Though I should
not regard it as absolutely impossible that a matter of punctuation
might go back to the author by a continuous system of notation:
experience of papyrus manuscripts leads me to think the chances,
in any particular passage, are heavily against its doing so. Punctuation
is often 'secondary'-above the line of writing, squeezed in between
the letters, written in an ink of a different colour from that of the
first scribe; when the same passage recurs in two papyrus manuscripts it is often punctuated differently. These variants may be due
to the caprice of copyists or may arise from a real divergence in
traditions of interpretation. In weighing up the possibilities we have
to judge from other features in the manuscripts concerned; there is
no universal rule to which to appeal.
Now the scribe who copied this fragment also copied a papyrus
manuscript of Sappho's second book7 (PLATE
4 figure B) and a papyrus
4 figure c). These identifications
manuscript of Plato's Phaed8 (PLATE
were made by Mr E. Lobel. Of theidentity of scribe in P.Oxy. 2288 and
the Phaedo text I am quite convinced; of the identity in the two
Sappho passages I am not entirely sure. There are differences, but
they might be no more than could be explained by one piece having
been written at a considerable interval of time. There may also be
further identifications to be made of the work of this scribe.

but not remarkable. This may be a reason for thinking all three of
these manuscripts are the work of an Oxyrhynchite professional
copyist-a point which may be of some interest for the next chapter.
One point in this handwriting is worth special note, the occasional
tall alpha (e.g. in line 3).
The text, which can be checked against that of our mediaeval
manuscripts at 10213, turns out to be carefully copied. The presence
of a number of notes in the top margin shows that some scholar has
been at work on the text, but the notes are too damaged for a firm
evaluation of them. The scribe has written some accents and some
rough breathings. He has used the double dot (:) both to indicate that
there is a change of speaker in the dialogue portion and also as a
strong stop (e.g. after a~ohwhsvacline 1; cf: line 4). The double use of
a single sign (and there are many other papyri which show it) should
be noted by editors of texts of comedy! In addition to the double dot
as punctuation, the scribe has used high stops (~yw4) and middle
T ~ most important, these stops (like the
stops ( C ~ L K P3,O6).~ And,
double points) were written at the same time as the text-that is to
say, in this papyrus, they were considered to be a part of the transmitted text (the paradosis).
COL. ii
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q 7 a . OVK EBEAECVa v a c ETE
pov 7, Lmp 7,v: WUlTEP EyW
5 ( a p ~ v o cK a c vnopcwac q v

SC

The manuscript of the Phaedo is in P L A4~figure C. It is hardly
calligraphic: small in size, neat and regular, no doubt quickly written,
A subject discussed in GMAW 11-12.
P.Oxy. XVII 2076=GMAW no.18.
8 P.Oxy. XV 1809=GMAW no.19.
a
7
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When we look at the second Sappho text (PLATE
4 figure B), we note
that it shares some but not all of these characteristics: it also has
marginal notes, occasional accents, and middle stops. But these latter
are in this case subsequent additions (8 pvppa - ~ a KcaCLCY .), not copied
along with the text. They might therefore be no more than the work
of the corrector or a scholar working over the text, the appreciation
of a man in antiquity relying on his taste to tell him how he should
punctuate.
At the heart of Sappho 1.1 there is a notorious linguistic and textual
difficulty. Sappho imagines Aphrodite responding to her summons,
and recollects what she said last time: "You asked what once again
is the matter with me, why I am calling once again, and what in
my heart's madness I most desire to have." From the three verbs in
the first person present indicative (the subject of which is Sappho,
quoted by Aphrodite) there is a transition (still inside the quotation)
to a third person verb, of which Sappho is the object, "Who, Sappho,
wrongs you?" How is this transition managed? It used to be thought
that a second person verb paic stood as the first word in verse 19,
"Whom once again do you wish Persuasion ( a l o e t h e form
fil%wv should, perhaps, rather be written) to bring you for you to
love?" The form implied in the verb paic is rightly stigmatized as a
monster by Sir Denys Pagees
The manuscripts of Dionysius of Halicarnassus which quote the
poem give either pcrccayrlv or Kaccamv. If pxcis thought to be the result
of the scribe's eye being caught by pa& of paevoAai up above, these
readings may be of no value. F. Blass divided ~ c l %]wp a lc (oe ) : "Whom
am I to be persuaded to bring to you for you to love?" The sense
involved would be admirable, but there is a great obstacle in that
there is no other example of a word divided between the second and
third verses of the Sapphic stanza; and to elision of cob it has been
objected that in such cases as <(or) amwc crasis, not elision, is the
process.
Can the papyrus give us any help here? PLATE
5 offers an enlargement. Unfortunately its left-hand side is damaged, and the first letter
of the verse is not there, while the next two are damaged. Mr E.
Lobe110 describes the traces thus: "191.. , the tip of an upright well
above the general level followed by what looks like the overhang

of c with a dot (prima facie a stop) below it on the line." In his interpretation of this description he writes, "The first visible sign seems
necessarily to be the top of 4 or a,b and there is no room for a letter
between this and the next, which seems to represent c. The missing
letter-there could scarcely have been more than one-at the beginning of the line must therefore have been a vowel. I can suggest
nothing within the conditions but a'$ c'," and then considers the
~ ~ @ c' CImv EIc Fiv 4 ~ A 0 1 ~ aIn
~ athis
. treatpossibility of ~ b 8a7 1 7 TCI%W
a object of the verb ~ ~ l %C w
( C ), of the infinitive
taken
ment ~ l v is
to be dependent on nal%w;and the transmitted cAv must necessarily
be altered to ~ i v An
. alternative solution suggested to me in conversation by Mr Lobe1 with the aim of keeping c i v +lhdrr1.ra is to
treat c' as elided c (oe), followed by aorist infinitive passive *dEr?v (for
which the equivalent form in Attic would be *c+?vac).
Mr Lobel's skill as palaeographer and authoritative scholarship
have won almost universal acceptance for his general view of the
passage (that nei%w should be read and taken as first person singular
present indicative) and for his suggestion d+. Yet he would himself
be the first to admit to its tentative nature; and the photograph
published in P.Oxy. XXI plate 1 is not such as to help us to seize the
difficulty. I have reexamined the original, and had an enlarged photograph and a line blockl1 made to show the complexity of the evidence.
It appears indeed that there are two layers of papyrus in this strip.
The lower layer is probably also in the same handwriting; it is that
fold of papyrus which lay adjacent to the upper when the book was
still rolled up-i.e. part of the same roll of Sappho. At two places the
layers can be made to part from each other, and this lower writing
can be seen unambiguously. I have not dared to try physically to
5 figure A)
separate them. But if you look at the photograph (PLATE
at this spot you will see the horizontal fibres of that second layer
below verse 19, and you will find the ink on them complicating the
reading. These horizontal fibres show through where the upper
layer is perished; it is on the upper layer, at the edge of a perished
piece, that the high ink is found that has been taken for 4, and on the
right edge of the upper layer there is found the trace of c followed by
a low stop. See the drawing (PLATE5 figure B). This-c and the stop
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*D. L. Page, Sappho and Alcaew (Oxford 1955) 9.
loP.0xy. XXI p.2.
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11 The eniarged photograph (fig. A) and line block (fig. B) are set side by side in PLATB
5.
In the block the shaded section represents the second (lower) layer of papyrus with horizontal fibres.
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seem to me to be beyond doubt. The 4,however, is obtained only by
inference. It is the interpretation of the end of a pen stroke above the
line made by a pen which was first moving upwards and then turned
and moved down again. Here too the reading is confused by the presence of ink on the lower layer; in any pho tograph the straight edge of a
broken papyrus layer leaves the same kind of mark as would result
from a vertical ink line. Moreover, there has been a slight displacement of the axis of the writing in verse 19: amv moves slightly uphill,
and this piece seems slightly further than normally below the line
above.
The chain of reasoning, to sum up, runs as follows: in the handwriting (as in most literary handwriting) the letters are set between
two imaginary horizontal lines, one above them, one below. The
only letters which normally rise well above the upper line are 4
and +. This high trace must therefore by a process of elimination be
one of these two letters.
We have, however, seen that our scribe sometimes writes a tall
letter alpha: there is one example in Phaedo line 3;12 another in this
very text verse 13 ac]r,hcl&(aand 6 are both high. It is unfortunately not
possible to contrast hese two letters for height with the neighbouring
4,since the apparent black dots on the extreme right of the photograph are not ink. I must also say that this particular a seems to have
been redrawn-that is, it may be anomalously made). Nevertheless
it seems to me that the way is open to interpret the trace in verse 19
as a in addition to 4 or +.Another possibility is open.
When I first observed this point I was tempted to think that an
iota might also be squeezed between the a and the c-that is to say,
the papyrus might seem to have at least Iatcayqv;and if it had that
much, sound method might make one suppose that an initial p or
K also stood in it (on the theory that if a fragmentary text could be
interpreted as containing what the mediaeval manuscripts do, it
must be so interpreted). There would be room for such an initial p or
K , to judge by the fact that there must have been room for initial p
in the previous verse. This supposition (if explained on Blass's view
that T E I O W ~ ~~ L( 0 1 stood
)
here) would also account for the low stop
after c: it would be explicable as a 'separator' of elided c(oc) and Gyqv,
in the form of a dot on the line.13 But the proposed reading breaks

down on the insufficiency of space for the iota between the new alpha
and the sigma.
I do not indeed have any acceptable suggestion to make. Without
supposing an error by the scribe-and that I will not do, though
scribes do make errors--one can think of three-letter words with a as
the middle letter that could be used; but none is satisfactory in this
context. Perhaps you who read this account may be able to do better.
Perhaps one final observation is worth making-too little is known
of the reason why copyists put quantity marks on vowels in lyric
lmv to be treated as odd and therefore
poetry for the short mark on d
to militate against its being treated as part of the verb Gym.In Sappho
fr. 44 (Lobel-Page), Gyov imperfect at verse 14 has a circumflex accent,
in verse 17 6nciyov imperfect has a long mark over the a. It would be
a worthwhile task (but a drudgery also) to attempt to elucidate these
anomalous quantity marks, and to see whether they can be explained on any grammatical theory (I think of such notations as 4aicY,
short; 2Ac+aic,short; d~AiE&o,
short).14
The frustration is in part due to the inability to reconcile all the
factors that must be reconciled (philological, interpretative, palaeographical); partly it is due to exasperation that Fate should have
broken the papyrus at this point, and the attempt to press the
remaining pieces too hard. I repeat, "New knowledge and a new text
gained from a papyrus that is complete is one thing; inferences and
combinations based on a broken or damaged papyrus are something
quite other."
Among these inferences and combinations we must include 'restorations'. Papyrus texts are rarely entirely complete. When the beginning
or ending of a verse is missing we fill up the missing part with a
Greek word or words-that is, we 'restore' or 'supplement'-so as
to obtain a continuous sentence and sense. If we are clever Greek
scholars we may do this entirely acceptably. The temptation to do
so is strong, for we create a usable text. Moreover, the restorations
may have a diagnostic function in exploring the writer's meaning.
The danger, of course, is that the restorations will come to be accepted as the author's words, and they may perhaps do him an
injustice. I had this aspect in mind in discussing Menander's Phasma
in 1969: we rush to credit Menander with all kinds of rhings regardless of whether he could have said them25
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PLATE4 figure c.

la Cf. GMAWp.13

n.1.

l4 GMAW p.14.

l6

GRBS 10 (1%9) 314 n.13.
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Opportunity to test the restorations may come when a new papyrus
s a a p containing the restored passages turns up. Such a case is offered
by a scrap of Menander's Samia from Oxyrhynchus, which offers the
lost beginnings of 9 verses from that play. This scrap could not have
been identified before the Bodmer papyrus of the play was published;
but it is a new classical text in the sense that the words it offers are
not themselves found in the Bodmer manuscript.16
These verses occur in Act I1 of the play. The young Moschion has
got the girl next door into trouble, and her baby has been born just
before his adoptive father Demeas comes home from a trip to the
Black Sea. Moschion has promised to marry the girl. But how can he
tell his father about it? When Demeas returns Moschion puts off his
difficulty by accepting the offer of Chrysis, his father's mistress, to
pretend that the baby is hers. Demeas is put out at the news that
Chrysis has borne him an unwanted son. This is how the passage is
set out in the edition of Dr C. Austin,17 based on the Bodmer manuscript :
130 ylapenjv halpav, &c ZO~K',
2A&vBavov
V
ZX]wv. ( M O . ) y a p ~ r l j v ;r G c ; 6yvoG (yAP) T ~ Adyov.
( A H . ) A&eIpi(;[cT L ] C Sdc, &C COCKE,
yiyovd poi,
GM'] {c [ ~ d p l a u a c2reic~vZ K +C 01~Iac
Groq5eape]{c. (MO.) d pqSapGc. ( A H .) r G c pqSapGc;
135
pE ~ ] P ; + E C V ;VSOV J ~ T~OCSOKBLC;
V
. . . . ]V y' 03 TOG rpdvov ~03poGAiY~ic.
(MO.) . . . . . . . .I .PGV yvljccoc, Tpdc TGV eeov,
..
] yevdp~voc6vOpw~oc; ( A H .) C ; p2v
, )2cnodSaua.
n-alceic. ( M O ) p]A ~ d Av L ~ W C O(VX
140 0 3 0 2 ~Y&VO,C y
i
~O @ L ~Siaq51pecv,
~
~
et Sitcalw,c 2[e~&caiTLC,
ywjceoc
6 X ~ C T ~ZCTCV,
C
01 8,; Tovr7pdc ~ a Vi ~ ~ O C .

.

. . ..

(vide ad 163-64) 1,cywovc B, ydvovc yhoc Stob.

. I & KO~CET( Z L

la The text was referred to in CR 21 (1971) 352-53, and is to be published with plate as
P.0xy. XLI 2943.
l7 Menandri Aspis et Samia I (Kleine Texte 188a, Berlin 1969).

B, --ceic

ual Stob.
130

132

135

139
140

1 thought 1 took a mistress and I didn't realize
It was a wife I got.
Wife?I don't know what you mean.
MOSCHION
A sort of clandestine son has been born to me,
&MEAS
It seems. But he'll be sent out of the house,
And to the devil.
MOSCHION
Phew! Don't say that.
DBMEAS
Why 'don't say that'?
Do you think I'll bring a bastard up in my house?
In uttering stupidity you aren't speaking in character for me.
MOSCHION
In heaven's name, aren't we to give him the name
Of legitimate child once born?
DEMMS
You must be joking.
MOSCHION
I'm not, by Dionysus, I'm in deadly earnest.
I don't think any one individual is better
At birth than any other. If you look at it rightly,
It's the moral man who is legitimate, the immoral
Who's illegitimate.
MEA AS

Here now is the new scrap of the passage in question. (It contains
more than this passage, since the papyrus carries parts of 2 columns
from the top of a roll, written on the back of official documents.
The handwriting is of fair size, upright and quickly written. I should
assign it to the end of the second or the beginning of the third century
after Christ.)

.. .. ..

131 < Y & ~Apogr.,
)
cf. Soph. Trach. 78, Eur. Phoen. 707. 132 ]CVWCEO~K'€ B
133, 135 init. Jacques.
134 ]cca: B distinxi (suppl. Lloyd-Jones).
136 init.
&/3eA~eppiav
Oguse, KOJ? Kassel. 137-138 e.g. O ~ K O W &f &Gv. .
Sandbach.
139 init. Sandbach, ( M )Arnott, Sandbach.
140-142 cit.
Stob. Ecl. 4.29.10 Mw&vspov Kq6eihi (mq8ia MA, om. S, Kvdlac vulgo)=fr.248

141 e&acai~u.
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MOSCHION
DEMEAS

Never !

What do you mean 'Never!'?
You can't expect me to bring up a sonAn illegitimate son-to please someone else.
That's not like me at all.
MOSCHION
In heaven's name
Which of us is legitimate, which illegitimate,
Once he enters on the human condicion?

Combining these beginnings with the Bodmer manuscript we now
get the following text:
134
135

[ii]Sy1 ha@[oJiica- (MO.) p~,18apiic.( A H . ) nGc pv8ap;c;

dlM9 p [ BJpk+~~v
~
2v80v ddv ~ ~ O C ~ O K @ C
v6Bov; [AkywJv TO&' 03 ~ p d m v70i)pii X ~ E L C .
(MO.) 7 1 6'
~ [ ; ] c T [ ~ J J$@v ~ V ~ ~ C~LpOd cCTGV
, Beiiv,
{ TIC ~ ~ [ B o cyevdpwoc
,
b B p m o c ; (AH.)ct; p.2~
~ ~ [ E L
(MO.)
c . p& 7dv A L ~ V V C (
OV
, )k n o d 8 a ~ a .
N
140
068hv ~ ~ v [~ o~ V~ Oc Vy&p
C orpal ~LU$+ELV,
rn €1 ~ L K U ;&T&c~L
~ C
TLC,m ' ~ ~ ~
142~
d xpqcrdc ZLcriv, d 8; noqpdc ~ a vddoc
i
KU; boiihoc $1
142~
142~
h~yov~av[
1 4 2 ~ ( A H . ) CGQ' ++piov[
142~
~ C T ' a*d. E L . [
142~
ctvat n o h : g [ (?)
1 4 2 ~ (Mu.)
d 7aGra cvyy[
142~
ro&ov hap. [
1421 ( A H . ) dl8~jAovrtn[ac (?)
142j
n6cav dno[
1 4 2 ~ ( M o . ) noh3 p[
142~
TOLO&O~[
142~
~ a ~ a [
142~
-[

We may translate verses 132-38 as follows:
132 DEMMS

,

She's presented me with a son I don'r need at allA son, she says. But she'll be sent packing with it,
At once.

~

The only restoration in the editio princeps which holds its place is
Professor Sandbach's admirable nallttc in verse 139. The true Menandrean text is both simpler and also more pointed than any of the
. { ric vdBoc in verses
restorations. Note the simple ~ l 6c' E.CTLV..
137-38; and the forceful dlUY p~ at verse 135, where the line runs
over into the next (i.e. is not end-stopped). This rhythm is characteristic of Menander. dihh9 I take to mean 'to please anyone else', and to
be of common gender (Demeas is of course thinking of Chrysis, the
audience of Moschion, whose child it is). At 134 ;jsq ha@iica (C.
Austin had suspected this might be the right way to restore in his
commentaryls) is presumably interrupted by Moschion. The feminine
participle has the additional advantage that the subject of ~ ~ E L C E)K
C V
rijc o l ~ i a will
c
be the child's mother, foreshadowingthe action Demeas
actually takes in expelling Chrysis from his house in the next Act.
In the preface to his Loeb edition of Greek Literary Papyri (1942,
second edition 1950), Professor D. L. Page has written, "I was eager
to fill every gap with flawless fragments of my own composition;
I ended with the desire-too late-to remove all that is not either
legible in the papyrus or replaceable beyond reasonable doubt. At
the eleventh hour, indeed, 1 expelled handfuls of private poetry."
These words might apply to all of us.19 Few scholars have not succumbed some time or other to the lure of restoration.
18 idem 11, p.60.
l9 See

the Appendix p. 48 below.

VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE

Village Administration in the Roman
Empire in the Second Century

T

HIS CHAPTER is about the results to be won from an examination
in depth of papyrus documents set in historical perspective.
Documents are pedestrian texts, not winged chariots of the
imagination as literary texts may prove to be. Yet an analysis of them
in bulk may offer lines of thought no less interesting or valuable.
And the results of this enquiry may have their own value for
students of literature, since they will serve as a counterblast to
the rosy optimism which may have been engendered by a superficial account of the lost works of literature preserved in Egypteven in villages (since it is from a village, that of Tebtynis,
that the roll of the Diegeseis to Callimachus was derived). My
subject may be more closely defined as the impact in the late
second century after Christ of the Roman administration of Egypt
on village life in Egypt. The picture drawn will be a sombre
one. It will raise questions about the interrelation of government and
society and of literacy in that society. It may well also suggest questions that apply to the Roman Empire as a whole. But I shall not
attempt to deal with anything except conditions in Egypt. I have not
the knowledge; and inferences drawn from the highly individual
evidence and conditions in Egypt should not be converted into generalizations unless the means of control are available.
The account may start from a copy-book maxim set out on a waxtablet, no doubt to be copied in school (PLATE
6 figure A):

APp) t ~ y l c TOG
~ q /iIiou T& YP&ppa~a
The greatest foundation of lqe is letters.l

This motto, as I take it, enshrines the schoolmaster's ideal. But it
1 This + p ~ povdc75yoc, from a tablet in the Berlin Museum, AmtlBer 1911112Abb.99,
oddly enough does not figure in S. Jaekel, Menandri Sentenriae (Leipzig 1%4).Similar ones
in Jaekel are to be found on his pp.5, 16, 19.
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was also a prized reality for many Greeks. In a famous paper2 Jack
Goody and Ian Watt argued the thesis that an important contributory
factor to the development of freedom and of philosophic thinking in
Greece was the result of society as a whole (for the first time in the
history of the world) becoming literate. They date this phenomenon
to the sixth and fifth centuries before Christ. The standards and
practice in regard to literacy in Athens in the fifth century B.C. have
recently been examined by F. D. Harvey? It is clear that in Athens
there was a general expectation that the ordinary citizen could read
and write.
This, no doubt, is the requirement to be expected of a fully 1'iterate
person. But it is perhaps too high a standard to serve as a simple test
of literacy. More often the terms 'literate' and 'literacy' are used of a
much lower level of competency-the ability to write one's name (an
ability for which some investigators use the term 'alphabetism';
persons who cannot write their name are 'analphabets'). Use of this
lower level as a test is almost essential to the historical enquirer if
he is not to beg the answers to a number of important questions. To
these questions, I must emphasize, the answers are not known. Can
a person who writes his name be expected ipso facto to be able to
write more difficult things? Suppose a person cannot write his name,
is it not still possible that he may be able to read? How far are competence in reading and competence in writing separabley4
Another point that we need to be clear about is that in applying
this test of literacy to Athens we are doing it to a developed society,
not to a primitive one. It is not the world of Homer in which heroes
do not write, or of the early mediaeval age in whch kings and
archbishops cannot write.
Hellenism itself 1 take to be based on this aspiration formed in
Athens-the expectation that men will be fully literate. Greek is the
language of the administration in the Hellenistic kingdoms, and the
papyri (such as the papers in the Zenon archive) show the immigrant
officers of the civil service reading and writing a fluent and sober
Greek. Hellenism, it may be said, depended on three props: Greek
descent, the Greek language, and literacy. In this trinity descent comes
'"The Consequences of Literacy," first published in 1%3, reprinted in Jack Goody,
Literacy in Traditional Societies (Cambridge 1968) 27-68.
a "Literacy in Athenian Democracy," REG 79 (1966) 585ff.
Cf. Lawrence Stone,"Literacy and Education in England 1640-1900," Past and Present 42
(1969) 6w, esp. p.98 and p.139.
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to be the least important feature; but the Greek language and the
ability to handle it, i.e. literacy in a more advanced sense than our
minimum definition just given, remain of major importance. The
Greeks in Egypt showed a fierce pride in maintaining these two points.
Their competitive festivals included competitions in music and
literature. P.Oxy. 2338, of the second half of the third century after
Christ, lists the names of 70 persons victorious at Oxyrhynchus as
'trumpeters, heralds, poets' between A.D. 261 and 289 (of the names
of winners one-half only have Greek forms). When the Romans
conquered Egypt they adopted an attitude which was more royalist
than that of the king. They required members of the Greek gymnasia
to show Greek parents on both sides, i.e. they reintroduced the
criterion of purity of descent. And they exploited these members of
the Greek gymnasia as their officials for the internal administration
of Egypt.
Contrasted with the Greek ideal of universal literacy is the attitude
of the native Egyptians among whom the Greeks settled. To them
writing was the possession of a dosed corporation of scribes, for
whom it was an instrument of privilege. "The occupation of scribe
alone confers dignity and staves off misery" is the daim made in The
Instruction ofdkhtoy, son of Duauj? The scribe is as venerated a figure
as the old Scottish professor. The position was the same throughout
most of the Nearer East-in Mesopotamia, Babylon, Assyria; and in
Crete and Mycenae at the time of Linear B writing. In Hellenistic
and Roman Egypt the old tradition left its mark in the names of
prominent members of the internal administration-the 'royal
scribe', ~ a c c h t ~y kp ~ p ~ a ~ who
~ d cgoverned
,
a district, and the 'scribe
of the village', the ~ ~ p o y ~ o ~ p ~But
a ~ in
e dthe
c . Hellenistic and Roman
periods these offices are filled by Greeks, or at least Hellenized
Egyptians, and their language of administration was Greek. The
Egyptian scribe in the Roman world (I omit the Ptolemaic, since its
complexities are not easily dealt with briefly) still wrote the ancient
Egyptian language, whether as hieroglyphs (probably rarely) or
hieratic or demotic. But he did not write this language in the service
of the governmental administration. For administrative purposes it
was only in the internal administration of the temples that demotic
was still utilized. On the other hand returns made about the temples
to the central administration were normally in Greek. When there-

fore a docket in demotic was found on the back of a return in Greek
made by the temples of Soknopaiou Nesus dated August 24th A.D. 158,
the editors were right to describe it as unparalleled. "It seems," they
wrote, "to render in demotic the title ypa&j Iep4uv ~ aX lE L ~ L C ~ Oof
UI
the Greek. . . and was presumably added when the return was filed
by an Egyptian temple
"Demotic writing," says P. W. Pestman,' "tends to disappear,
starting in the second century of our era. The latest dated demotic
ostracon is of A.D. 23213; the latest dated demotic papyri are of
A.D. 32213. There are still some literary texts and a large number of
undated mummy labels to be attributed to the second or third century of our era. After this period there are demotic texts only on the
walls of the temple at Philae, which continues to inscribe demotic
down to A.D. 45213. It is also at Philae that there is the latest known
hieroglyphic text (of A.D. 393141.'' But the Egyptian language is still
alive. Its continuing vitality is attested by Egyptian personal names;
it is spoken in the villages, as the need for official interpreters prove^.^
Moreover, it appears written in the new form which we call 'Coptic'.
The two cultures fused their traditions when Greek written notation
was taken over to express the Egyptian language. The letters of the
Greek alphabet and seven additional signs gave a new and long lease
of life to Egyptian in the form of Coptic, aided by its association from
the outset in the popular mind with the propagation of Christianity.
When the process began is still not agreed by scholars. But it seems to
have progressed well beyond the formative stages by the end of the
third century after Christ.
For completeness' sake it is worth noting that a third view of the
scribe was held in the ancient world. It is the view of the upper class
Roman. It treats the scribe with contempt as a hack, and is given
expression in Horace's phrase insani ridentes praernia scribae?
What, now, is the state in the second century after Christ of our
'three props of Hellenism'--descent, language, literacy?The Romans
had made a determined attempt to arrest the decline in purity of
descent but only with partial success, as the wide use of Egyptian
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= Quoted by Sir Alan Gardiner, Egyptian Grammars (Oxford 1957) p.24b.
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D. S. Crawford, P. E. Easterling,JEA 55 (1969) 186-88.
Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava XV (1967) 2-3.
8 W . Schubart, Einfiihrung in die Papyruskunde perlin 1918) 312, quoting BGU I 227,
lU 985, P.Fay. 23, P.Teb. I1 450, P.Oxy. WI 1029, XI1 1517. Cf:R. Taubenschlag, "The Interpreters in the Papyri," Charisteria Thaddaeo Sinko (Warsaw 1951) 361-63.
9 Hor.

Sat. 1.5.35.
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personal names in the middle classes shows. The Greek language,
however, seemed to be more firmly established as the dominant
language, not only of the administration but of private contracts as
well. And what of 'literacy' or 'alphabetism'?
Now one might guess from the shortcomings of documentary
texts, and especially of private letters, that many Greeks did not write
easily, perhaps did not even read easily, and therefore resorted to
the public letter-writer at his post in the street to make up as well as
to pen their communications for them. These are the texts which
show recurrent types of morphological and syntactical errors. Their
contents are restricted in vocabulary and idiom to the banal-which
is why the textual criticism of documentary papyri proceeds on quite
opposite methods from the textual criticism of literary manuscripts,
and with the greater sureness, since the banal is within reach, imaginative language may be unique.1° Indeed, restricted competence in
literacy restricts the kind of private documents we may expect to
find to those of ordinary situations: sales, wills, registrations. Only
where there is a minority of really literate persons is something more
interesting to be expected-the private correspondence of articulate
individuals, the literature of opposition to Rome (The Acts of the
Pagan Martyrs), etc.
In an attempt to reach more precise figures two scholars have
tabulated the cases of persons described in Greek contracts as 'not
knowing letters' (yp&ppa~a
o l j ~clSd~cc),'illiterates' (&ypdpC1a~oi)
or
all of them persons on whose
as 'slow writers' (/3paGGwc~~&+oYTEc),
behalf another person signed.11 Their statistics show a total of over a
thousand examples, which reach a peak in the first and second centuries after Christ and thereafter decline. But this chronological
spread is almost certainly accidental, due to a more abundant documentation at the peak periods. It has not been controlled by establishing a relationship between the totals for each century and the
total number of documents available for that century. Moreover,
these persons are 'analphabets' in Greek but not necessarily in
demotic (in some cases it is explicitly stated they do write demotic).
But a real insight into the interrelation of government, society and

restricted literacy at the level of village administration is offered by
the archive of papers collected by Petaus, son of Petaus, village clerk
( ~ w p ~ ~ a ~ ~ofaPtolemais
7 ~ d c ) Hormou and associated places in the
years A.D. 18314-18617. Petaus was himself a slow writer, as we shall
shortly see. A total of 127texts, some in more than one version, divided
between the collections of the University of Michigan and the Institut
fiir Altertumskunde of the University of Cologne, have been published
as a joint effort by these two universities?2 The editors are Herbert C.
Youtie, Louise C. Youtie, Ursula Hagedorn and Dieter Hagedorn, and
it is hardly necessary to say that they have done their task in exemplary fashion. The editing has overcome the difficulties presented by
rubbed and damaged texts, crabbed cursive hands, abbreviations,
words disguised by the phonetic and morphological changes of later
Greek; and perhaps above all by the administrative jargon (it is
interesting to note that the Greek for 'and/or' is i j ~ a l ) .
No details are known about the discovery of the archive. One supposes it came from Karanis (the home village of Petaus) and the
papers when found in the thirties were divided by the finders. One
item, no.91, was divided between the two purchasers-in the original
inventory it was the last papyrus catalogued in the American list,
the first catalogued at Cologne: and it may therefore be inferred that
this divided piece came in the middle of the pile. A few texts not
connected with Petaus' office have intruded into the papers (e.g.
nos.124-27; no.30, cf. below): they might have been family documents.
A preliminary notice of the archive was given by Professor H.
Youtie in a Brussels lecture in 1966?s The 127 texts are classified into
8 declarations to officials, 1 petition, 16 items of official correspondence, 5 letters of a more private character, 2 loans, 7 accounts, 5 items
dealing with tax lists and accounts, 46 items dealing with liturgies
(i.e. compulsory office, on which more later), 30 lists of names and
7 miscellaneous texts. No work of literature is associated with them;
how could one expect such a thing? But there is one surprising
private letter, no.30, "Julius Placidus to his father Herculanus greeting. Dius came to us and showed us the 6 parchments. We didn't
choose any of them, but we did collate 8 others for which I paid
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loSee especially H. C. Youue, The Textual Criticism of Documentary Papyri (BICS Suppl. 6 ,
London 1958).
11 E. Majer-Leonhard, ATPAMMATOZ (Frankfurt 1913); R. Calderini, Aegyptus 30
(1950) 14ff.
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Arckiv des Petaus (Papyrologica Coloniensia IV, Cologne 1969).
'Vublished in Cd'E 41 (1966) 127-43, under the title "Petaus, fils de Petaus, ou le scribe
qui ne savait pas Ccrire."
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100drachmas on account. ..."The word for 'parchments' is pepP&var,
par excellence a parchment notebook often used for keeping accounts
or memoranda, as C. H. Roberts has shown?4 The word translated
'collated' (drvr~/3dhopev)is applied regularly both to checking one
literary manuscript against another and checking documents against
their originalJ5 Now it would be possible to suppose that the writer
is rejecting one set of badly copied documents, and paying on account
for others which were satisfactory. But the impression remains (and
it is the editors' view also, since they speak of 'Pergamenthandschriften') that Dius is producing parchment manuscripts for inspection and sale. The correspondents in these letters-Julius Placidus, a
Roman citizen, to judge by his nomen-do not figure elsewhere in the
archive, and it is not easy to say why this letter should be found
included in it. Whether or not the letter has any connection with the
archive, it is interesting for the history of the book trade. The editors
affirm that the handwriting belongs to the second century.
It seems that the hands of 11 scribes can be distinguished. The
scribes in the headquarters of the village administration do not
necessarily restrict themselves to their official assignments: they are
allowed to write a document on behalf of a private client (e.g. no. 12).
A considerable part of their duties was to make copies, both of incoming and outgoing documents. The copying of an incoming document which needed to be passed on to a third person would be begun
half way down the sheet of papyrus, to leave room for the later
addition above it of a covering letter. Papers filed in the office would
be stuck together in the form of a r d p c C V ~ K O M ~aCgummed
L~OC,
roll.
The restricted literacy of the village clerk Petaus himself is inferred
from a writing exercise, which is such a curiosity that it needs to be
6 figure B). Our clerk was required by custom to subscribe
seen (PLATE
(&oyp+ecv) the documents which he passed on to higher authorities.
On a sheet of papyrus Petaus has practised writing his name, his title
~w/.wy~(apparedc)
(abbreviated), followed by the word bd&wua, 'I
have submitted'. This tiny irregular handwriting is met on the signatures of several documents in the archive. It will be noticed that in
line 5 of his exercise he left out the first E of &t648w~a,and from then
onwards copied the word without it (clearly following the previous
'1
l6

"The Codex," ProcBritAc 40 (1954) 174.
E.g. p . 0 ~ XI1
~ . 1479, 4.
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line like a child). That this inference is correct and that such restricted
literacy was not unique among officials at this level is confirmed from
a report Petaus made on a colleague who was village clerk of a
neighbouring village. It had been objected by third persons that this
colleague was unfit for office since he had not the required property
qualification and was illiterate (~pdpparoc).
Petaus reported on him
to his superior officer, the strategus, that "he was not illiterate16 but
was able to subscribe (hoy&ctv) to the documents he submitted to
the strategus and to other papers" (no.11). This is exactly what
Petaus himself could do. What is meant, and how Petaus could occupy
an official position in spite of this disability, we shall discuss later on.
Other personal details about Petaus are scanty. To occupy this
position at all it is likely that he had a ~dpoc,that is to say, a propertyqualification: he owned a property (e.g. a house) of the value of at
least 3000 drachmas17 (cf. nos.10 and 11), i.e. he was a member of the
moderately well-off middle classes. A brother called Theon is mentioned (no.31). The village of Ptolemais Hormou, 'Ptolemais of the
Anchorage', (and its associated villages, Kerkesoucha Orous, Syron,
Psinaryo, Epoikion Herakleonos) was in the southeast of the Arsinoite
nome or district. The name Petaiis ('gift of Isis'; note that it is Egyptian
in form, the Greek is 'Isidorus') is at home in the north of the Arsinoites
only, in the villages of Philadelphia, Euhernereia and Karanis; and
Karanis (no.31) seems indeed to be Petaus' home-village. If so, Petaus
is not officiating in his home-area (which was technically called his
Bla). It was already an accepted hypothesis that higher officers like
the strategus and royal scribe were not appointed to control their own
home areas but to districts away from home. It seems that this same
salutary principle was applied also to the village clerk, the lowest
rank in the hierarchy.
Egypt contained only four cities at this time-Alexandria, Naucratis,
Ptolemais and Antinoe. The main area of the province fell outside
the system of administration by which a a t y was responsible for its
territory. It depended on control from Alexandria exercised through
regions (epistrategiai) themselves divided into districts (nomes), the
lc See

the correction to the published translation, H. C. Youtie, GRBS 12 (1971) 240 n.8.
The meaning of ndpoc is not 'income', as was long thought and is sriU wrongly repeated.
The matter was clarified by J. Scherer on P-Phil. 1,9 and N. Lewis on P.Leit. 1. Ifthere were
any residual doubt (there isn't) it would be removed by the unpublished papyrus in part
transcribed below pp. 44-45. In it the sentencedn6poc n&o
can only apply to a property.
l7
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latter then controlling a large number of villages. Nomes are under
a strategus, who has only civil functions, helped by a nome secretary,
the name, as we have seen,
the royal clerk @acchcu6c ypappa~~dc,
being retained from Pharaonic times): to these two officers the
village clerk reports. His position, though lowest in the chain of
command, is far from unimportant: any system is as strong only as
its weakest link, and it is through the village clerk that the central
government came into direct contact with the mass of the mainly
rural population of Egypt. He was responsible for the execution of
the fiscal and agricultural policies decided on in Alexandria, for
general control of the local police, and above all for the continuous
recruitment of an unpaid labour force (the liturgical officers) to
supervise the day-to-day tasks of administration, about which we
obtain very detailed information in this archive. If any of these tasks
is slackly handled, there will be a shortfall in productivity, the rents
on public (that is, government-owned) land (the larger part of the
productive acreage of Egypt) and the taxes on private land will not
be collected. Local discontent might lead to riot; but the government
was more concerned with a shortfall in tax collection, since the bulk
of both rents and taxes were collected in corn, not in money, and
were shipped down the Nile and across the Mediterranean to Rome,
and the authorities would at once have to fear a reckoning if the total
expected was not realized.
At the end of the line the capital of the world therefore may be
made to feel what goes on in the village of Ptolemais Hormou. But of
direct news of Rome in these papers there are only slight traces,
though interesting ones. In 110.9, an application is made for relief
from poll tax by a relative on behalf of two kinsmen who had been
condemned by a prefect ~ p d Or]p[la,
c
i.e. damnati ad bestias (the restoration is made almost certain by linguistic analogy). What crime had
been committed is not known: murder, armed riot, banditry, or
adherence to Christianity, all are canvassed by the editors. The document is of the most matter of fact kind possible. It is not even clear
what degree of kinship united the applicant to the condemned.
Secondly, in 110.24, the clerk is instructed to investigate a boundary
dispute in the presence of all interested parties, so that "'each person
may be given his own." The Greek words, as the editors point out,
are a translation of the maxim of Roman law suum cuique.ls Yet the

practice of the Roman administration, and its disastrous effects, give
a grim irony to this precept.
The village clerk is of course a government officer, required to
implement government policies. The public opinion of his village is
expressed through a body of village elders (?rprc/3drepoc;the name is
traditional but misleading, for they do not need to be old men),
usually five, who are indeed given a certain constitutional function in
adrninistration;lS they are more therefore than a type of shop steward.
Nevertheless, they had means of representing the views of the village
to higher authority, and a prudent village clerk would try to have
them on his side. In this archive there are two dated and signed
copies (no.12) of an application which elders of the village of Kerkesoucha Orous made to higher authority for replacement of the local
chief policeman (&pX.l+080c),who came under their orders.
The papers in this archive show that tasks undertaken by the
village clerk were almost all of a traditional or at least a mandatory
kind-they were undertaken at the request of higher authority. The
village clerk does not initiate action. Yet it would be misleading to
say that the village clerk does not have to show initiative: some of
the tasks require a high degree of decision on his part. We may classify
his tasks into routine verifications; investigations which may require
an act of decision, at least to the extent of recommending a particular
course of action to his superiors; and those which are highly complicated, such as the establishment of lists from which liturgical
officers are to be drawn.
Tasks of verification concern applications or declarations made by
private individuals. It is probably broadly true to say of the bureaucratic system of Egypt that its aim was to compile central registers;
such registers concerned the status of individuals and their property
(compiled from the 14-year census declarations); listed private
property (compiled from the general and also particular declarations
of private property ordered from time to time by prefects); and
drew up land-schedules compiled from the land lists maintained
traditionally by the village clerks (i.e. on the agricultural use and
exploitation of land). None of the latter lists appears in this archive,
but recollection of the papers of Menches, village clerk of Kerkeosiris
in the Ptolemaic period,20 makes one think their compilation must
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still have been one of Petaus' duties. But the relevance of this generalization is that individuals who wished to be treated differently from
the norm must themselves make personal application for such treatment: hence, the birth (even of a daughter) must be notified, so that
she would not be treated simply as an ordinary member of the
population (nos.1-2); a death, so that poll tax would not be payable
(nos.3-9); offers would be made for the purchase of confiscated
property (nos.13-16) or of land which had gone out of cultivation
(&dAoyoc), which was allowed to be sold under safeguards and with
the right of reduced taxation for three years to persons who would
bring it back into cultivation (nos.17-23). The facts in these applications, made to the nome authorities, had to be checked at source by
the village clerk, who is on every occasion reminded of his responsibilities, e.g. no.2,13-14 "Take the steps usual in such cases, remembering that responsibility and risk falls on you for any improper action."
Land had to be surveyed and classified and its condition reported on.
In boundary disputes (as we have already seen) the degree of initiative
allowed is greater. "At your own risk visit the aforesaid land and in
the presence of the neighbours in dispute and all other proper
persons, in accordance with the cautionary documents (6c+&hr~ac)
produced to you and the other documents preserved in the records,
give each man his own without prejudice to any public or private
interest, remembering that the responsibility for anything improper
rests on you." This may seem a blanket instruction-all the more so
in that the letter is addressed to the clerks of other villages in addition
(and two copies of the original application still survive). One wonders
whether any of the village clerks would have been likely to take any
decisive step in reply or would merely pass the buck. A macabre
private letter (which may not belong to the archive) details how the
body, perhaps embalmed, of a legionary soldier on its way to his
home village has gone astray.
By this time in the second century the Roman government in
Egypt had come to rely not on paid government officials but on
personal service exacted from private individuals. The nomination
of a whole host of these officials is the subject matter of by far the
largest number of the papers in this archive.
The term by which this institution is known, h c t ~ o v ~ ~shows
l a , that
its original concept was borrowed from the service freely offered to
his city by a Greek citizen. In the second century systematic appoint-
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ment replaces service freely given; it becomes a munus patrimonii or
munus personale, a burden, which is not to be avoided when it comes
round to your turn to discharge it. This discharge is no light matter,
since not only is the liturgist's time and energy called on for relatively
long periods; if he makes a mistake, or fails to carry out his duties to
the satisfaction of the government, he may be made bankrupt in
satisfying the guarantee he has been required to give. The development of this institution is now well known, thanks to the work above
all of M. Rostovtzeff, of Fr. OertelZ1 and of N. Lewis.22But I know of
no other series of papers which shows as vividly and clearly as this
one the wide ramifications of the system-which was to prepare the
way for a Byzantine nexus in which all had their position and tasks
determined by their status.
It was Petaus' task to nominate a whole series of such liturgical
officials: men who would collect the special requisitions (bread, wine,
oil, gifts, hay, timber, vegetables, barley, fishing boats) made to
entertain the prefect on his travels through the province (nos.45-47),
special police for his headquarters in the praetorium (48); men to
49), to collect
work on the renewal of the dykes (xwpa~€~@hcic,
straw to build dykes (50-51), to be in charge of irrigation and the corn
sowing (52), to supervise the corn harvest en route to the threshing
floor and public barns (53-54, to act as supercargo on the ships that
carried the corn to Alexandria and to keep the samples safe (55-58),
to supervise the state corn-barns as sitologoi (5943), to act as collectors
of money taxes (6465), to be supervisors of land in the Imperial
estates (75-78). to be officials in the gymnasia (7%83), to be official
postman (&~c~oAaq5d~oc)
for a series of villages (84), to deliver camels
(85).
The choice every year of persons of standing and property to fulfil
these functions must have occupied a great deal of time and caused
much heartburning and headache. It is true the village clerk does not
make the actual appointments :he draws up lists which are forwarded
to the strategus, or perhaps sent on by the latter to the epistrategus,
who may hold a ballot (when they are sent to him cEc K ~ ~ P o v
Moreover he consults as many persons as he can, especially the village
Die Liturgie (Leipzig 1917).
Inventory of Compulsory Services in holemalc and Roman Egypt (AmStudPapyr III, New
Haven and Toronto 1968).
Bs See N. Lewis, "The Limited Role of the Epistrategos in Liturgic Appointments,"
Cd'E 44 (1969) 339-44.
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elders: for in some cases the latter will share the responsibilityy v d p ~~ agyyda
l
(or sometimes K L V ~ ~ VT&WWV
~ J )
r G v &nd r G v K W ~ OBut
V.
the preparation of the initial lists falls to him, and he must have had
several shots at it. Thirty lists of names (nos.89-120) show this (for
some offices there are three draft lists), so do some memoranda
(nos.25 and 26), without name of originator or addressee, setting
out alternative names for particular tasks. He must beware of
making nominations to two offices at once, or to a new office
without a period of respite between it and the previous liturgy.
And if his facts are wrong, the penalties are likely to be severer
than befall the test-selectors of an England cricket eleven. In a case
before the prefect of Egypt Valerius Eudaemon in A.D.143, a village
scribe convicted of having put forward the name of a man without
property (Ln-opoc), was condemned to pay not only the prescribed
fines but also four times the value of the small amount of property
of his victim, for the latter had been sold up.Z4
An unpublished papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, which is to be edited
by Gerald M. Browne, shows even more savage action being taken by
the prefect in office in A.D. 147/&-confiscation and sale by public
) 120 liturgical officials who had left
auction of the property ( ~ d p o c of
their homes, presumably because they could not meet their obligations (this under that Roman emperor who for Gibbon represented
the peak of happiness for mankind). Since the reader may like to see
a specimen of a difficult but interesting documentary papyrus, a
photograph of part of the text is reproduced in PLATE
7. Here is the
transcript of the lower portion of col. ii:
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This may be translated as follows:
"The property of [liturgical] officials who were reported to have
resorted to flight from their homes, starting from the 6th year of
Antoninus Caesar the lord [A.D.142131 and the following years, and
not to have returned even after proclamation was made in the cities,
has been reported confiscated. After Valerius Proculus [prefect A.D.
145171 at the assize of the Kabasite district [a district in the Delta] in
the 9th year [A.D.145161 had given judgement that the property of
those who did not return within a year of the proclamation was to
be sold, the eklogistes [i.e. the auditor general] informed both the
strategus and the royal scribe of the judgement; and I brought it to
the attention of the dioecetes Iulius Amyntianus in a letter in the loth
year [A.D.146171 that you might know that no annotation had as yet
been entered in regard to them, as to whether some of them had
returned to their homes; and Petronius Honoratus ex-prefect [prefect A.D. 147-81 subjoined the following minute to the papers of
persons to the number of 120: their property ( ~ d p o c )is to be sold.
Their names are:"
It is of course easy to imagine to oneself that the village clerk's
method was that of a sergeant-major, "Fall in the volunteers for
cleaning the latrines." Yet he has not the authority of the sergeantmajor. Moreover, we are badly informed on the crucial point: was
the office of village clerk itself without remuneration? That it was
filled by nomination in the same way as other liturgical offices we
know from the documents in this archive itself, the papers of the
allegedly 'illiterate' colleague on which Petaus is asked to verify the
facts (cf. above no.11, p.39). It was therefore compulsory service.
Was it also unpaid? F. Oertel (writing more than 40 years ago25)
reserved judgement on this point, noting that certain revenues fell
to the incumbent from "the fund underlying the village clerk's
office" (;?TO~rIpevovrjj ~ ~ p ~ ~ a ~ whatever
~ a r ~ this
l ~ fund
) ) was.
,
It
could have been made up from the customary bakshish or 4th&vepwma
(W.Ostr. I p.401; P.Giss. 31), and from 'exactions' (AoyrTac) made on
his behalf (P.Giss. 61). In the Ptolemaic period Menches had thought
@wit. (supra 11.21)159.
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it worth undertaking the cultivation of derelict state land in order
to hold the office.26 It would seem as though there were pickings to
be had; there was the mere pleasure of exercising authority; it is not
impossible that men thought it safer to be in a position to manipulate
a system which was potentially dangerous. The risks of bankruptcy,
which had befallen a sitologus (nos. 14, 20) or a chief-policeman (no. 16,
6), did not deter Petaus from accepting appointment. But it is not
easy for us to sort out the relative weight of social pressure, legal
compulsion and possible self-interest.
A more interesting question from a human point of view is: how
was a man who wrote with difficulty and presumably was dependent
on other persons to read to him able to maintain control of his staff
and clerks and not be swindled? Moral authority and personality
might well count for something. But it has been pointed out by
Professor YoutieZ7with great plausibility that Petaus probably had
the support of his brother Theon, who, as we know, could read and
write. No.31 is a loan made to Petaus and Theon jointly, falling in
the time of Petaus' office at Ptolemais. The body of the text was
written by Theon (lines 13-14). The presence of a member of the
family who enjoyed his confidence and would not be cheated could
be the reason why an illiterate could carry off his duties. But if so,
the running of office was a family affair: possibly it was worthwhile
for the two brothers in a material sense.
For all its human interest, the question just asked is a naive one
from a historical point of view. We have seen that one of Petaus'
brothers was literate in Greek. We do not know the reason why that
brother could write Greek and Petaus could not, and what part was
contributed to that result by acts of choice and differing abilities or
strengths of personality. We do not know whether that brother had
already carried out, or might be picked on to carry out, a tour of
duty in the same liturgical office as Petaus held.
What the cases of Petaus and his colleague do teach us, and teach us
forcefully, is that we must represent to ourselves a complex bureaucratic system of government, dependent on paperwork, in which the
controllers of those who do the paperwork are themselves barely
literate. How far this situation may have held outside Egypt it is for
others to examine. In Egypt at this time there are indications that this

situation is the result of strain, and that in consequence standards
were being relaxed. Petaus and his colleagues are the earliest examples
in the Roman period of officials who are only just literate in a society
where literacy is a prerequisite of the functioning of government. A
scribe who can barely write, a y p a p p a r r k who is almost &ypcippa.roc,
goes against the Egyptian tradition of the scribe as well as the Greek
aspiration to literacy. Petaus and his colleague are the precursors of
those third-century 'analphabets' listed by Majer-Leonhard and
Calderini who have Greek names and have held office as gymnasiarch
in the Greek gyrnna~ium.~E
I have written that the Roman system placed a great deal of strain
in the later second century on quite ordinary men of the lower middle
classes. It is for historians to determine the reasons for this strain, and
I shall not speculate on them here. But it may be worth risking one
speculation. The reforms of Severus which introduced into Egypt
the city system by turning the nome capitals into true cities may have
hoped to transfer to the more literate Greek upper middle class living
in those cities some of the responsibilities previously carried by the
lower middle class village folk. And in the end, it is to be noted, this
policy also was to end in failure. The middle classes of the cities also
moved towards a condition of restricted literacy. The fascinating
question then arises as to how far this condition is a symptom or a
cause of the failure of the Roman system of government. But that is
another subject, as Herodotus would say.
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"After these words were written I received two lectures on a similar theme given by
Professor H. C. Youtie: "ArPAMiWlTOC:an Aspect of Greek Society in Egypt,"
HSCP 75 (1971) 161-76, and "BpaSw y&v:
between Literacy and Illiteracy," GRBS 12
(1971) 239-51. In the former (p.172) he writes: "It is a fair inference that they petaus and
Ischyrion] were not alone among officials at their level in being unable to write. In the
ceaseless administrative struggle to obtain men both propertied and literate, the less
significant of these qualifications had doubtless often to give way. When this happened,
the social climate of Egypt must have provided a ready apology. If the man couldn't write,
he could always pay to have the writing donc"

APPENDIX

A New Copy of the Opening of Menander's
Misoumenos

T

HE DIPLOMATIC TRANSCRIPT given here is of an additional papyrus
copy of the opening of Menander's Misoumenos, discovered
among the unedited Oxyrhynchus papyri after Chapter I1 was written
(and delivered as a lecture). This new text (PLATE8), written in an
upright, rounded, not very careful semi-bookhand of the late second
or early third century on the back of a documentary register, presents
the prologue of the Misoumenos in fuller form than P.Boyava1. The
presence of an empty papyrus sheet to the left of the column and the
fact that the verse beginning ~2vdf is the verse at the top of the
column confirm that here, as in P.Boyaval, the beginning of the play
occurs. Only the first column of P.Oxy. is given below. Parts of a
second column, and a number of fragments, are reserved for publication in a forthcoming volume of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri.
The discovery of a new text (apparently a book text, in spite of its
inaccuracies) rubs home the warnings given in Chapter 11 about the
perils of restoration. Because the tables are turned against myself
(in my copy on p.19 I have accepted restorations at verses 7-8 and
13-16 which are now shown to be on completely wrong lines), I have
been careful not to alter a word of what I had written on pp.19-20
about this prologue. I should, however, like to call attention to the
confirmation of Eric Handley's brilliant correction of line 2 (Plutarch's
' A ~ o M o vto
) ;pip' a o v . . .riv'; and to the correct solution to the
restoration of lines 2-3 by anaphoric nAeicroi anticipated by Kraus.
To be noted also is the entrance of Getas at verse 15. No scholar had
suggested the entrance of a new character at this point. Bur it must
be remembered that the left margin and beginnings of lines are
missing from P.Boyaval, and there was in consequence no external
pointer (paragraphus, character-name) to this entrance.
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The new Oxyrhynchus text uses scriptio pkna (including ~ o v r o o c11 for
~ 0 ~ &c),
0 ' and has several uncorrected errors: 7 n - ~ p i ~ a ~ wfor
v r n-epin-mw
e
TE,
12 ovrwwsc for ovn-ow 8% 9 E X E L is probably an error for EXELV (so the quotation
in Chariton); and 8 is certainly unmetrical. Note also €&I 9 (26dv implied
from Chariton). In 14 also the new text with ~crhovvrcdiffers from Aa[AoC]vri
of P.Boyaval.
7 Correct to & 7 0 1 c ~ w d n - wri e p c n t ~ ~T'i )&W K&W.
8 a p $ o r ~ p a . p the
:
letter after pa can be read only as c, not as c. After x a
descender and apparently a loop above, i.e. p; the traces are then indeterminate, and uncertainty is compounded because the tops and feet of letters are
situated on separated scraps which have warped differentially. p ~ ~ ~ i v [ v ] v
pccovqc could be traced out from the remains, though meaningless as
Greek, but is not a reading of the passage. P.Oxy. points to xprl or ~xprl<v>,
while P.Boyava1 (according to L. Koenen, pp.16-17, above) has e ~ w w v . .
In any case a p $ o i - ~ p a c p ~is~unmetrical.
p
A pedestrian solution is to suppose
an omission before &p$w . . ., e.8.:
E~T'

Ztdv

(or Zp' or r a w ' ) &p$&ep' Zp' E,yPvv pccoljqc cov cX<80v
(as Chariton) K ~ ~ E ~ G
~vE T'
L V
Ex~iv;
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It is tempting to suggest that the sense was by&&&cpa.. .:fw K&&ECV;
("shall I be able to rest in peace?", cf. fr.333 Koerte [Plokion] and Koerte's
note ad loc.).
12 There is space for 5 letters after epw[ . It is possible that the high stop
was not placed immediately after QGLvTLCJ.
13 There is not room for Xe~p[wvocOVTOC]. Perhaps the scribe omitted some
portion of these words. ] r o c e c ~ [ . ] v P.Boyava1.
,
Between aeper and TEPOV there is space for three letters, not merely for w.
Presumably a further error.
14 ~ C ~ [ K & C Z TL ] + ~ V T L John
,
Rea.
1s A proverbial phrase would make a satisfactory entrance line for Getas
(since no door has 'creaked', he is presumably pursuing his master round
the block). One might suggest something of the form

A v d ] p ~ ~ vdoes not, however, quite fill the space, and others may be able to
find a more pointed phrase. p$ TO& BEO& is from P.Boyava1. P.0xy. seems to
have had p i ] TO Bed, which should be a woman's oath.
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ANONYMOUS
AUTHOR,ITEp2 ' A ~ o + & c c w ~ ~
Unedited papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, now P.O.1-v. XLI 2911

BEGINNING
OF MENANDER,
A/Iisouinenos
P. IFAO inv. 89 verso, ed. B. Boyaval, ZPE 6 (1970) Iff, enlarged by one-half
(New pliotograph courtesy I ~ u t i t n Fran~ais
t
d'Archiologie Orientale, Cairo)

Figure A. THREEFOLD
ENLARGEMENT
OF PLATE
4 Figure A
Fig~creB. DRAWING
OF SECTIONS
OF Figure A
(Courtesy of Mits.fulia Farelf, Sladr Sckool of Fine Art)

Figure A. FRAGMENT
OF SAPPHO
1.1 (P.Oxy. XXI 2288)
OF SAPPHO
2 (P.Oxy. XVII 2076)
Figure B. FRAGMENT
Figure c. FRAGMENT
OF PLATO,
Phaedo (P.Oxy. XV 1809)

Figulee .A. WAXSCHOOL.TAI~LET
(Berlin, Staatlicher Rluseuin: AintlBer [1911-121 Abb. 99, reduced by one-half)

AN UNPUBLISHED
OFFICIAL
LETTERFROM OXYRHYNCHUS
(COL. ii)
(Bs pernlission o f the Egypt Evploratio~zSociety)
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